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Albuquerque, New Mexico. Thursday. July 11, 1918..
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There was no shade of black with- ipthe city hall. On the wall was
an American flag, flanked by
giving
A soft spot- i,;' i'e colors of the allies.
ilrht played on the flags and anoth-t- j
besides which a
on the coffin,
of United States flags.
. Service Hair lkwldo Casket.
A service flag of white with a nar-n- u
black bord-- r.
bearing a single
beside the
(foilferc star, was dratted
while another gold service star
rr,tet,
' mi
a shield was hung between the
t;:n er pillars of the building.
M. the stroke of five a troop of
lo
anted policemen galloped
hall park giving warning 10' me
ij'.-n-

,.

n

.

.l.

.

the

that

ands gathered there

Mitchel had
arrived
ody Of Mayor
... i .1 ....... .1 m
j
irom
ine inuniu vi ion muvw
In
r to lie state in the building where
ur iM-it-i
lor
lu Ww4 the airt-trvfour years'.
At 6:30 thr. iron gates of the city
' hall were thrown open and word was
M

carried to the waiting throng that the
body of Major Mitohel was lying In
state. From then ntil far into the
tilght, men, women and children filed
past the coffin at the rate of 200 a
minute paying a final tribute of re-

spect.
The first in line was a little boy In
a' sailor's suit. He was followed by an
aged woman, dressed In black and behind her was a bareheaded worn,;
with a baby in her arms. Then came
a flood of New York's citizens of every walk in life.

SOLDIERS ARRESTED
BY
,(

POLICE

PUEBLO

UUO WIM1
J. P. ConPueblo, Colo., July
nors, said to be a soldier on leave of
absence from Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
'and Robert E. L. iMeManus, Bald to be
discharged from Camp Funston, were
arrested by the Pueblo police this
afternoon for investigation on charges
of exceeding their authority 1n making wholesale arrests of alleged Mexican slackers in Pueblo. The two men
arrived In Pueblo about
last night. Connors wore a badge,
"Military Police," and was armed with
rfrhinttnn niitnmaiios. Thfl two com
menced to round up Meixeans and by
noon today had ten locked up in the
city Jail. The local police became
suspicious and after a preliminary
investigation placed the two soldiers
under arrest pending word from the
at Jefferson
authorities
military
Barrack. The Mexicans were released
MJT
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Didn't Uko the Music.
Juares, Mex., July 10. A dispute
' over a selection the orchestra in a
dance hall was' playing' led to the
shooting of Manuel Marques, a Mex
lean Central railroad official here late
last night. Captain Carlos Ruiefor of
the troops stationed nere, was arrest'
ed and placed In Jail following the
fatal shooting.

THE WEATHER
Denver, Colo., July
For . New
Mexico: Thursday partly cloudy with
locaf showers north portion, comer
east of mountains; Friday generally
fair.
Arizona: Thursday and Friday geneast portion
erally fair) warmer
10.

(
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'
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A summary of local weather conditions. tor the twenty-fohours enfl- ed at I p. m. yesterday'foilows: Max?
9
rature.
Imura.t
degrees; minimum, Si rang 34; temperature at
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This enormous iKimbing biplane, probably the largest ever built, stand
more than forty fret alxve the ground.
An indleutlon of Its size may bo
seen from the eomimrison of the men neur by. It also eurrles a machine
forward
of
the
gun
propeller, with a man 'to operate it. (icmiiin pilots
dread these great British planes, because they arc much more difficult to
bring down than the smaller planes.

PROPOSED TAX ON

FEDERAL CONTROL
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Washington, July 10. Members of
the house ways and means committee today studied the list of luxury
taxations suggested by the treasury
department, but opposition was ap- psrent tgt.raany of the proposals. .The
Committee will take up the list Item
The first protest came uur
Ing the hearing of representatives of
the wholesale and retail jewelry trade.
Kothschlld and Hobert B,
Meyer
Steele, both of New York, suld the
proposed fifty per cent retail tax on
Jewelry would force "so many concerns out of business that the govern
ment would not derive nearly as
much revenue from this source as it
would under the ten per cent 'tax.
William H. Hill of Detroit, Mich.,
representing the patent medicine in
dustry, proposed affixing a government tax stamp on patent medicines,
the amount of the tax to be addqd to
the price. While Mr. Hill was on th0 stand,
Representative Fordney of Michigan,
ranking republican member of the
committee, said the government's ac
tual war expenses this year, after deducting $6,000,000,000 loaned to the
allies would be $IS,000,000,000. The
18,000,000,000 which it Is proposed to
raise by taxation, he satd, represented
forty per cent of the total actual expense and added he did not think that
amount should be. raised by taxation.
.
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NEWSPAPER MEN ARE

BIRDMEN
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LUlU WIK '
the American Forces on the
Marne, July 10 i (by the Associated
pursuit planes flying in squadron formation penetrated
German territory north of Chateau
Thierry for a distance of fifty miles
today and chased several German machines, which they encountered. The
Americans secured considerable Information and observed the preparation
being made by the enemy. They flew
over many newly constructed German
flying fields, including one believed to
be occupied by the famous Rlchthofen
flylnar circus.
The planes were at a
height of 6,000 yards in the course of
a greater part of the flight. All the
Americans returned safely.
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New ork. July 10. The opinion
that the new sultan of Turkey,. Mohammed VI, la pro-all- y
In sympathy
and disposed to an understanding
with representatives of the allies, was
expressed here today by Sallh Bey
Gourdji. former president of the Ottoman Telegraphlo Agency now a voluntary exile from Turkey. He said
that in 1914 he knew the present sultan personally when he was prince
Vahld Eddhlne,
"I cannot be sure that his edeaa
have not changed," said Mr. Gourdji,
but I am sore he win not follow
blindly the orders of the committee of
union and progress. ; He la not a
1 am also convinced that he
-head,
la today the moat
Turk
' in the Turkish, empire,"
'
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Tntal nffuinltt. 3D.
INDICTED"
IN
OHIO
The vote on this motion was the
first cast by Christie Benet, the new
South
from
ISV
Carolina, appoint
annular
WQRNINa JOURNAL PrciAL LKAACO WIR
ed to succeed the late Senator Till
Cleveland. O., July 10, The federal
man.
' ''
grand Jury today Indicted the Cleveland Ukrainian Newspaper, the
k
and Its editor, manager and
news
the
editor,
charging
paper with
YANKEE
violation of the trading with the enemy act and the three men on three
separate counts of violating the
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IMPOSSIBLE TO STOP ALL PETAIN'S MEN CONTINUE-T- O
HARASS THE TEUTONS
PROFITEERING, HE SAYS

Squadrons Big Dividends May Be Earned Fighting Gradually
Extends
Southward
by Low Cost Producers
Front
Along
While the Small High Cost
Southwest of Soissons;
Concerns Go to the Wall,
in Russia Obscure,''

Growing; Loss of Life
Among Huns in Concentration Camps Reported Heavy

S.
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'
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Yankee Soldiers
Appeal For More
; PapersFrom Home
Ur
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Irfndon, July 10. More homeV.
newspapers, Is the constant appeal from the American soldiers
in the camps and hospitals In
Or eat Britain says an American
(led Cross report made publio to-

day.
! The
supply of home newspaof
pers is not equal to
one-ten- th

'

un.....
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With formal presentation to the senate today
of the Interstate commerce committee's favorable report on the house
resolution empowering the president
to operate wire and radio systems dur
ing the war, sentiment for the adminWashington,

istration

July

10.

measure' apparently

.

in-

creased and leaders predicted that It
would' be passed before the end of
'
the week.
Chairman Smjth of the interstate
commerce committee announced that
the resolution will be called up for
comddnratlnn tomorrow and if prolonged debate appears probable, an
effort will be mado to hasten a vote
by displacing the prohibition bill.
Managers of the latter) measure, It
was said, aro wiling to have the wire
control legislation given tho. right of
(
,
way.
Most administration leaders belivc
debate on tho wire control resolution
will be much shorter than at first
anticipated. Adoption of the measuro
was regarded as certain by the administration managers, while some of tho
principal opponents privately admit
little possibility of Its defeat.
Chairman Smith endeavored, to expedite the resolution today by asking
unanimous consent of the senate for
its consideration, but Senator Penrose
of Prnriylvanla objected and the resolution was sent to tho calendar, subject to being called tip tomorrow.
R is expected that several amendments Will be offered, including a proposal to eliminate telephono lines, or
at least local systems. .

'

.
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Des Moines, la., July 10. Resolutions urging w.holehearted support of
the war against Germany, ratification
of the federal dry amendment and the
granting of (he vote to women were
adopted by republicans of. Iowa In
state convention here late today.
Gov. W. I. Harding's declaration,
In the keynote address, that "the one
task is to win the war now." was
by United States Senator A.
B. Cummins, who declared In favor o(
increasing the draft age to 45 years,
stopping manufacture of intoxicating
and
beverages "as they take food,"
giving women the vote.
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Washington, July 10. A graduated
excess profits tax and Increased taxes
on war profits are urged py food
Hoover, In a letter to Senator Simmons, chairman of tho aeiuilo
finance coininit ee. The letter was In
reply to a request for Mr. Hoover's
views tn revenue bill.
While condemning profiteering
war time as "hateful," Mr. Hoover
deelurcd there Is a distinction be
tween moral and economic profiteering.
''On tho moral side," he wrote, "the
nation Is endeavoring to draw a distinction h'jiwjen a profit commensurate with tho effort, or capital employed and ftimulative to enterprise
and production, and tho profit that i
abnormully large due to war conditions."
Kven under this stimulation plan,
Mr. Hoover
out, excessive
po:nts
profits may be made by tho
in
a given line of Industry
producers
and points to sugar as an example.
Maximum prices which would Insure
a profit to high-coproducers wore
agreed upon, hut ut this level of
he
a
prices,
said,
minority of the beet
augar fac'orles "will bo eurning profits of from 40 per cent to 100 per
cent upon their Investment."
I'rges IS t longer Taxiv Ion.
"This minority,"
the letter continued, ''croates the Impression of
profiteering. Their profit are inor- -.
dinate. While the public can receive
Its major
protection ' through the
measures taken, the correction
of this
minority profiteering can only be
remedied by stronger taxaUon of war
profits.
"Thero Is an addition
of the
limitation of profits' byphase
when such regulation needs regulation
ation with taxation. If a rceiilutlon
of profits or price is placed at so low
a level as to restrain
the profits of the
low cost producer to a normal
profit,
H will not only shut off
high cost producers and inereuse tho shortage but
Home times gives to the low cost'pro-ducer- s
the entire field and means the
crowding out of many business concerns.
In many industries it mean
bigger business will survive and the
smaller businesses will lie extinguish-- 1
ed. This Is tVDicallv llin
in hJ
meat packing Industry. A further
arasuc lowering of nroflts would
some branches of tho business cov
ered ny trie pucker, drive struggling
competition from the field."
A strong excoss
ta. Mr
said, on war profits would mean the
elimination of the evils of paternal- om.
low-co-

st

st

in

.
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July 10. A goncrul n
published today by the war deannounces
the award of a
partment
distinguished service cross to First
Lieutenant William T. Meyerng, 23rd
Infantry for extraordinary heroism In
action.
The lieutenant commanded a platoon of Infantry which was attacked
Washington,

W1B)

Paso. Tex., July 10. A supple
mentary statement was compieiea
tn he submitted to the interstate
commerce commission
protesting
El Paso
against rates on freight from
,
are
which
to New Mexico points
claimed to be discriminatory against
El Paso in favor of Los Angeles and
other California cities.
The original protest was set for
but ' when the blanket
Aeptember
10-d-

freight .rate Increase, wat Jncreaaed.
the unnlementary resort was ore- -.
pared and completed today for tiling,

'minted War I -- ml by the Associated

Tress.)
For the moment, the eyes of tbe
allied world are turned awny from
t rance, where the Germans are be
lieved to bo preparing for a resumption of their offonaive. The most
a
In 1Kb im .lAiia
flfll"- va-' area" "v
- 1.
A,banla- - wnc,e thB French and Ital
ians arc continuing their successes
.
against the Austrian.
While it is not expected that
results will be brought about
by tho offensive In this section of the
world, the movement has possibilities.
The rapid progress made by tha
French and Italians, the probability
n
that the
line to the
east past Lake Ochrlda may bo outflanked and the possibility thatj. an

'"" "'V

I

,

Austro-Bulgaria-

offensive may be launched along the
Salonlkl front tend to give the events
in Albania some importance at a time
when tho main battle area Is quiet,
llulgars Are War Weary.
There have beon Indications an offensive might be begun In Macedonia,
It is reported that the Bulgarians are
war weary and a powerful blow might

bring about notable military and
political results. .The Teutonic allies
m Macedonia
have been savagely attacking the entente lines but have
been drlvon back,

'

' '

French troops continue their

offen-

i

sive tactics east of the Rets forest
along the line from the Marne to the
Alsne. The fighting, has gradually

alpng the. front
southwest of Bolssons with the French
their
operation of. pushing
repenting
the enemy back from strong positions
from which he might easily reach
vital ground along the French line of
extended-southwar-

'

defense.
Along the British front there have
been intermittent artillery duels, deepening here and there Into bombardThis has
ments of grent Intensity.
beon the case east of Amiens, where
the Germans have drenched Australian positions with shells and then atY
tacked in an attempt to regain terrt- tory lost when the Australians and,
Americans attacked on July 4, Tho
enemy has been repulsed with losses.!Noar Merris. the British have Improv-ed their positions in a minor action,
n. Aviator Are acuv.
There have been no events of ait
1

l.

unusual character along the Amrti
d
sectors of the line, except At
Chateau Thierry, where American
aviator have been active. One squadron has penetrated far behind the
German lines and it is believed it
brought back valuable Information as
to the conditions there.
The situation In Russia remains
and Germany has as yet made
no move as the sequel of the assassination of her ambassador. Count Von
'
Wlrbach, at Moscow.
In the mountain sectors of the Italian front the Austrians have B bt
rente,
pushed back slightly In the
valley and on the Asiago plateau, i
can-hel-

-

Seven Miners Jlcseueil.
Butte, Mont., July 10. The seven
miners entombed
In the
Jack Knife mine Inyesterday
tho I'hlllipsburg
district, were rescued late today, none
tho worse for their experience.
The
men wore caught by a fall of earth
thut cut them off from a tunnel which
by tho enemy April 8, 1918.
furnished egress from the mine. Food
"He took effective measures before and water wore given thorn
through Al'STRIANH' TROUBLES ADDED (,
and during the attack to defeat the pipes.
PJJ
ARE BEING
enemy and handled his men well under fire until he was seriously wound-er,- "
London. July '10. Successes won
the order says. "Forced to attend
by the allied troops In Albania will
to his wounds, he refused assistance
add seriously to' the troubles of the
and walked through the enemy's
Austrians.
They were won by a
to a dressing station. His brave
fresh, determined action in the Bal
example Inspired his men to drive off
,kan area where any military sucthe enomy, who did not reach our
cess must always have immediate)
trenches. Ho lost his right hand by
and valuable political reaction.'
as
a result of the wound."
amputation
The line on which fighting is goThis Is the first citation by the war
th
ing on at present runs from disIn
orders
of
here
department
general
river Devoli to the Adriatic, a
addithe award of the dstlnguishod service
In
miles.
over
of
tance
sixty
SLAV
cross.
tion to the French and Italian troop

U. S. UNABLE TO

ba-ra-

KEEP PICE WITH

SITUATION

,
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for
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Kansas City, Mo., July. 10. At today's session of the sixteenth biennial
of the
convention
International
Brotherhood of Bonk Binders
the
recommendation
executive
of the
committee refusing financial or moral
support to Thomas .J, Mooney was
adopted.
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Washington, July 10. The govern-meregards the situation in Russia
as so rapidly and constantly
as to make It impossible to changing
como as
yet to any decision as tn what military
aid may be extended by the United
States. This was stated authoritatively
today.
The project fr.r extending economic
aid, It was stated, is going forward
favorably. While the situation
the question of military action contnucs to be so kaledioHCoplc.
It was stated, no annaouncement of
policy Is possible. All of the
so
far submitted which Involve plans
mll'tary
action, the United States government
feels. Involve at the sametime a weak(Special Dispatch to Morning Journal.)
ening of tho western front. It is the
The officers- of a de Jure corporation.
Santa Fe, NV M., July 10.
decision of the government that nothThe court, therefore, does not ing must be
state supreme court in an ..opinion of
to detract front
thirty-thre- e
typewritten pages by pass upon the constitutionality of the military permitted
strength In France and
Justice Clarence .J. Roberts handed chaper 86, laws of - 191T, under Belgium.
'
down this afternoon and concurred which the present charter of AlbuMadame Marie
colin by the other judges, sustains the querque was framed. Although it onel In the Russian Botchkarova,
and former
validity of the issue of bonds by the proved a troublesome question, as commander of the army
famous woman
city of Albuquerque for' the pur- there is a strong line ot decisions Uattalion of Death, discussed Russian
chase of water works, although the which might be applied to Invalidate
with President Wilson topresent charter of the city is uncon- the acts of municipalities or counties questions
stitutional. As the existence, of such created by unconstitutional statute. day. The conference fas carried on
an
Interpreter.
a municipality can only be questioned It la ' clearly incumbent- upon the through
by the state in a direct proceeding municipality of Albuquerque to have
Cabinet
Remains In Office.
i
instituted by the attorney general its charter legalized by the coming
for that purpose, and until the ques- session of the legislature, as any ishWashington. July 10. tn The Turkcabinet will remain
office .actioning thus raised and adjudication attorney general may raise the queshad ousting the corporation from the tion ot the constitutionality of th cording to a special dispatch tiom
Switzerland
'Whichs
under-whicsays the sultan
It was framed
exercise of the franchise, all . acts statute
done and contract made by the of- and which appears to be unconsti- has confirmed the appointment of
ficers of such a da facto 'municipality tutional because it delegates legisla- the grand vizier and of the Sheik; UI
are as valid and binding 41pon .lt and tive Dower which, the' constitution Islam. ., The list of cabinet ministers
the property wi'.- -i Its limits ' a Inhibit the legislature from delegat-l"- f submitted to the sultan by the grand
'
. .
ylzler doe pot show any change.
though such oC ' ''. were de jure
--

nt

yMlidi0loff;Bond Issue,tovBuy

Albuquerque City Water Works

'

EL PASO PROTESTS
V; NEW FREIGHT. RATES
IM

Sentiment for Administration
Measure Increases; Leaders
. Predict Its Passage Before
End.oJThis Week,

MORN, NO JOURNAL

With the Prltish Army In France,
July 10 (by the Associated Press).
.Superiority In the air tests with the
Hritish flying men today. There have
been times when a slight addition to
either one sido might tip tho balance,
but now British airmen aro supreme.
The- British have, hounded hostile
pilots until tho greater part of their
battles have occurred east of the German lines and in numerous engage-men- s
great numbers of hostllo machines have been destroyed. One British aviator alone has sent twenty-fiv- e
crashing to the earth in tho last few
months.
The work of bombing squadrons
has been growing and he Tlrltish are
reaching further and further Into
German back areas. Day and night
squadrons of British plunes have kept
up an almost endless bombardment
of Important positions and their accuracy in bomb dropping is testified
lion srores of photographs of destructive hits.
Airdromes and other objectives have
The Iohs
been effectually bombed.
of life among German troops in concentration camps has been .heavy.
Captured documents bear testimony
to this and prisoners admit It.
The British aomctlmes come within
ffty feet of the ground t" loose bombs
The. Germans seldom venture below
10,000 feet becnuso of '
defenses. A' pilot who attacked fwo
German trains near Herinls obtained
a direct hit on the first train and then
blqw up. the track In fril.it. Diving on
another train, he knocked two trucks
off the track with explosives. Having
stalled these trains he raked them
with his machine gun. Incidentally,
he opened fire with his machine gun
on seven other trains shortly afterward with good results.

Situation

Supreme Court of State Upholds

-

"Regarding .books," tsays the
report, "the men ask principally
for fiction, and light fiction at
that, but the American magailnes
Sind newspapers give far greater
,
satisfaction than do books."

iBl

ASSURED

'

the demand for them, the report
ays.

LINES

, IOWA REPUBLICANS
ADOPT RESOLUTIONS

Wasll Saawozyn,
manager and Paul Ladan, news editor,
are alleged to have printed on May
an article which by Its nature tended
to Interfere with Amerlsa'a prosecution of the war.
Switenky,

WIM)

"Nashville. Tenn.. Jul' 10. A list
of dead and Injured In yesterday's
collision, of passenger trains near
here, was Issued today by the Nashville, Chattanooga and fit. Louis rail
way showing 89 dead (54 white and
55 negroes) and 58. Injured.
. .,
W. P. Bruce, federal manager of
the Nashville, Chattanooga and fit
Louis and Tennessee Central railroads'.' In' a statement today placed
the responsibility
for the collision1
on the crew of the Jocal train.

"

..''.

bf Bombing

Is

JOURNAL SPECIAL LBA.CO WI.K)

,

89 DEAD AND HURT
'
AS TRAINS CRASH
IOT MORNINO

MOHNIN

Julv 10. P'ipporters
Washington,
of national prohibition as a war emergency measure won their first Tight
tonight when the senate refused tc
sustain a ruling by Senator Saulsbury
of Delaware, president pro tempore,
that the prohibition amendment to the
$11,000,000,000 emergency
agricultural bill should be stricken from the
measure because it is general legis
lation.
Consldsration of the amendment
followed Immediately
with Senator
Phelan of California offering a motion
to strike out all reference to wine.
The motion will come to a vote tomorrow and prohibition leaders expect to reach a final vote on the
amendment within a few days unless
more pressing legislation
displaces
the agricultral measure.
Penrose Kais- - lnint of Order.
The point of order, was raised by
Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania, who
claimed the amendment which pro
hibits the sale except for export of Intoxicating liquors after January 1
next and the manufacture of beer and
wines after November 1. Is general
legislation attached to an appropriation, bill in violation of the senate
rules.
Although the chair's decision wat
overruled by a narrow margin SS to
S3
prohibition leaders declared their
full strength was not marshalled, as
many senators who favor prohibition
voted to sustain the chair, and that
the amendment, wovjd be tnnpw,,
an overwhelming majority.
,
The vote on the question of susorder
on
of
the
chair
the
point
taining
follows:
To sustain the decision:
HitchDemocrats
Oore,
Gerry,
cock, Jones of New Mexico. King,
Pomerene,
Phelan,
Lewis, Martin,
Ransdell, Reed, Simmons, Smith Of
Arizona, Smith of Georgia, Smith of
Maryland, Swanson, Underwood and
Wolcott. Total. 18.
Balrd, Brandegee.
Republicans
Caldwer, France, Frellnguhyscn, Hardin, Johnson ,of California, Kellogg,
Knox, New, Penrose, Smoot, Wads-wortWarren and Watson. Total, 15.
Total for. 33.
Against sustaining the decision:
Bankhead,
Democrats
Ashurst,
Chamberlain,
Bennett,
Beckham,
Kendrick, Mc- Fletcher. Henderson,
Kellar, Myers, Nugent; Overman, PitShields,
man. Shafroth. Sheppard.
Smith of South Carolina, Thompson,
Vardaman and Walsh.
Trammell,
Total, 21.
Republicans uoran, uoit, curus,
Fernald, Hale. Jones of Washington,
Kenyon,
Ienrpot, Nelson, NorrlS,
Poindexter, Sherman, Smith of Michi
gan, Sterling and Sutherland. Total,

Out-

GREAT NUMBERS HOSTILE
MACHINES ARE DESTROYED

i

New York, July 10. Silent, saddened citizens, in seemingly endlesB lines
marched through the rotunda of city
hall tonight past the flag draped coffin tn which reposed the body of Ma- jor John Purroy Mitchel.
The coffin had been sealed before
it was brought to the historic building
to lio In state where the bodies of
Abraham Lincoln and U. S. Grant
once Tested. Those who passed before
it felt ho shame in the tears shed for
the young officer who left the mayor's
hair to serve his country and fell to
i is death In a Loulsana aviation
field

LINES
Now

ATTACK MENACES

REVENUE BILL ARE

Is Being Done Over Territory Held by German Troops
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Birdmen

ITALIAN-FRENC- H

WAR

number Enemy and Fighting

Shade of Black Within City Entire Measure, With the Pro
Hall; American Flag Hangs
Clause Included,. Is Expecton Wall, Flanked by the
ed to Pass When the Matter
Colors of the Allies.
Comes to a Vote,
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TEUTONIC

or,

.

MASTERS

EAST OF

of Attempt to Eliminate AmendNew York Join
ment From Agricultural Bill
Silent Tribute of Respect to
Fails in the Senate by' Narrow Margin of 3 Votes,
Memory of

Silent,
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Dally by Carrier or Man, 70c Month)
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Albanian
engaged In the battle. are
flght-troops, under Esaad Pasha,
lng agalnnt the Austrians and, tWe
of their familiarity with
country, are In a position to gw
'
valuable assistance,
Although the region of the allied
advance is seventy mile from the
Saloniki
front, there are already
signs- of nervousness among the enemy troops in that area. The advance in Albania Is a serious threat
to the right flank of the Bulgar
armies In the region of Monasttr.
Thla is evidently appreciated by th
enemy and will have th effect of
bringing to the side of the alller
many from the hill tribes, which
among the finest fighter , In , the,
world.
Wvery fresh success of the alltea
will hearten the south Slav- races,
who are already In "revolt agalaert
their Austrian rulers.
A further short advance wIlKybrtnf
the altes to Berat, the chief1 town
etg
ot southern Albania, and It
nlflcant that Austrian official state.
th
ot
the
ments admit
progress
French and Italians.

o;v

'GENE DEBS NOT TO
RUN FOR CONGRESS.
WT MORNINO JOURNAL

tMCIAL

LIA... "wwer

Terra Haute, Ind.i July 10. EU'--i
tn
geiv V, Deb,, - today notified
socialist county committee ' that "h
would decline . th
nomination, for
congress offered- him a week ago.
t
i'
He said:.-;-:.YV
'?;''".
. ."My
present " condition, physical
m from
and otherwise, Jrvnt
accepting."
.,-- 1

'

U1
two

:

V

&

7
NortU First
It's Hardware We Iluve II."
11S-1I-

ACCIDENTS

GAMPS

Jeweii Fire
(V

Brick.
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Mineola, N. Y., July 10. Bruce N.
Culmcr, of Martinsville,,
Ind., was
killed today in an .aviation accident

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood. here.
xnti

liTt

Phone

251

niut J.

The Outdoor 'utl
Protects the Mu und
from all
complexion

t

Culmcr ,a radip expert, was in the
front seat of a machine piloted by
an aviation cadet named Forever,- who
escaped virtually uninjured when the
machine fell. Culmer wag crushed.

STREETS OF COLO.

conditions.
Soothing "and healing
after exposure.
sunburn, tan and rough
or chapped skins. Try it
today.
weather
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with tho enemy regulations.
Articles for the exploitation of
mines and mining machinery will be
being
exported and arrangements areconsidmade lo license for export a
erable amount of railway equipment,
the character of which, it is announced, has been communicated to the
Mexican government.
The state department announced
that the list of articles for export
made public todav both here and by
tho American ambassador at Mexico
City "Is not meant tn he exclusive."
Miy Name Oilier Articles.
"The government of tho United
States," said the announcement, "will
be Elad to consider further and In a
most friendly spirit any requests which
the Mexican government may make
for tho inclusion of other articles on
this list.
''The United States has been compelled to conserve certain commodities indispensably required for Its own
use and for the use of the governments associated with it In the war,
which In normal times would be per- mitted to be freely exported from the
United States to Mexico, but as a re
sult of the efforts of the United
States government to stimulate production, the list of such conserved
articles will gradually contract and
conditions of trade and Intercourse
between the two countries will, it is
hoped, soon become normalized.
"In takine. this frirmtly tiosuion to
ward Mexico, the United States gov
ernment has no doubt that tho Mexi
can government will cofitinue to allow
commodities not imperatively needed
in Mexico to he exported to the United.
States and will not permit the commodities and food received from the
United States nor similar commodi
ties or food to be exported to other

countries."

ARIZONA MINERS
HEAVY

Oriental Cream

AND SMELTER MEN

,

York

lar joih.Na .ournal special lsabpo wrsi

Colorado Springs, Colo., July 10.
heavy rain which reached the proTO GET MORE PAY
portions of a cloudburst In the west
section of the city filled many collars
with water and did considerable propAt
erty damage late this afternoon.
times a stream or water more than
(V MORMINQ JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRII
two feet deep was flowing down the
Bisbee, Ariz., July 10. Decision has
city streets, reaching the carburetors been
reached by Arizona copper pro
of scores of automobiles in the vicincompanies to advance wages
g
homes and shops were ducirig
ity.
of
employes In all divisions of copper
flooded. Water from the hills swept
and milling 50 cents
throuRh the house of Christain Olsen mining, It smelting
was loarned tonight from auday,
and tossed the kitchen range against athoritative
an
Official
sources.
the side of the room. The fire depart- nouncement of the increase Is expect
ment rescued Mrs. M. B. Harrold and ed
to be made Thursday all over the
Mrs. A. B. Bacon from their dwellings state.
which were flooded. The fire chief's VThe decision follows conferences be
car was thrown into the ditch by the
of
leading
force of the water. Bain and hail de- tween representativesof thethe statOi
in
companies
copper
one
of
the
half
war
stroyed
gardens which the elements' of Increased
in town. Lightning struck the resirates, higher rofinery charges
dence of J. A. Hayes and knocked the freight
were considered in conjunction with
cents in the
chimney from the roof.
advance of 2
recent
Fountain river is full of water but the
price of copper, authorized by
has not overflowed its banks except selling
the government.
in a few low places.
- While miners have anticipated some
Inoreaso their hopes were based upon
'
10. Heavy a
Pueblo, Colo.,
July
raise in wages, which would
rains at Colorado Springs and a cloud- have been the scnlo under the profit
burst south of that city caused local sharing schedule in effect at the time
police authorities to issue flood warn- the government first fixed copper
ings to the people In tho lowlands of prices.,
the Fountain river in the Pueblo vicinity.
Thq flood has not reached
Pueblo and it may be three or four G0TT WILL BE WITH
hours before tho main body of water
US,' SAYS WILHELM
will arrive, i Local authorities do ont
expert any great damage to property
A

LIT. lfNTI
RDOSEV
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Low-lyin-

FIRST HUM PLANE
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With lho American Forces on the
Marne, July 10 (by 4ho Associated
Press). Lieutenant Qutmtin Roosevelt, brought down his first German
airplane this afternoon in a fight
north of Chattau Thierry.
Lieutenant Roosevelt with three
other pilots was flying at a height of
6,000 yards eight miles inside the Ger-- .
man lines when the machines became
separated. Soon after Roosevelt saw
three planes which he thought were
hia companions
nd started to join
them.. He was closely approaching
the machines from the rear when hu
saw his mistake, for tho planes were
.

'

Germans.
Roosevelt
immediately
opened fire and after fifty shots or loss of life.
tracers penetrated the fuselage of the
nearest .German machine and it went
Into a spinning Jiosrt dive, falling CROPS OF CENTRAL
the clouds 2,000 yards below.
through
' The lteiiteut is
ALLIES ARE DAMAGED
certain It must have
crashed, for no pilot voluntarily goes
into a 3.008 yard spinning none dive.
HORNIN JOU
AL RPROIAL
I.SASSO WE "
The two remaining German airZurich. HwltJierland. Julv m Tho
he
but
Vienna
attacked
planes
aiooseveit,
newspapers report a heavy
managed to matte good his escape and end continuous rainfall as having
returned to the field, himself and his caused floods in many parts of Ausmachine unscratched.
tria and southern ;ornimiy resulting
la Immense .damage to the crops. The
ram none extends, from Vorarlberg,
ACTOR IS ARRESTED
northern Tyro! aenos. tho Salzkam-mergu- t,
Austria and through
AS AN ALIEN ENEMY Bavaria upper
to Saxony. The floods were
especially heavy in the Salzkammer-gut- ,
IRT MORNINR JOURNAL RPRCIAL LSARED WIRR1
where houses and bridges were
, ."
Washington, July 10. Hans Fred swfept away.
Drelkauss, known on the stage as AThe Danube at, Vienna reached on
Dumont, and pluying the part Saturday the highest level recorded in
Harry
of a German lieutenant with a dramatic-c- thirty years..
.
ompany
here, was arrested today
8
by department of Justice for violating
Dispatches from Berlin on
the order against alien enemies enter- reported severe floods In manyJuly
parts
ing the District of Columbia. Drelk of Germany with serious damage to
auss. who registered as an nJien crops
in several districts in Germany
enemy in- - Chicago" Inst' March and across the Austrian border.
reported his arrival here to the superintendent of police and sftlrt he
thought there --would he no objection TRIED TO AVOID
to nig temporary stay.
USE OF PLATINUM
He was born in 1851 In Germany
and educated for the. army but came
to America in
UT MORNINR JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
Washington. July 10. Replying to
day before the house ways and mean?
J: -.
committer! to charges that jewelers
had hoarded platinum to ithe detriment of the country's war activities,
Meyer J5. Rothschild of New York,
former chairman of the Jewelers'
platinum committee,: declarod he had
urged elinlmation ot the use of platinum in Jewelry. ' '
Attention had been called to a pubU, AV, jT if i
lication devoted to Jewelers Interests
which had advertised that platinum
coffeo-li- k
was to be had In Quantities.
flavor
were seven or eight conrequires
cerns which advertised solid platinum
wedding rings," Mr, Rothschild said,
"but our committee asked them lo
I:in rosrvM
the Interest of conservation to dlscon.
tinue its use in that form and we also
asked trade papers not to advertise
.
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Calomel Harms Liver arid Bowels

Bl 0. S.

OFF FOR PRESENT

Eca'd my guarantee! Liven your liver and bowels
and get straightened up without taking sickening calomel. Don't lose a day's work!

Success of Czecho-Slovain
There's no reason why a person
Now Asked for by Alleged
Order
should take sickening, salivating caloThere
Reestablishing
mel when a few cents buys a large bot
I. W. W. as Result of Bisbee
Changes Plans of America tle of Dodson's
Liver Tone a perfect
substitute for'calomel.
and the Entente,
Deportations Last Summer,

$5,165,000

WIRE

SPRINGS ELOODED

,1:,
Gouraud's

Send JOc. tar Trial SUt
SON.
fFERD. T. HOPKINS

Articles

Washington, July 10. In giving
"concrete expression" to ths "friendly
sentiments"' for Mexico, expressed by
President Wilson to Mexican editors
at the White House recently, the state
department announced today that it
had arranged for the exportation to
Mexico of 1,500.000 bushels of corn,
manufactured articles of Iron, steel,
zinc and copper, agricultural machinery and certain foodstuffs.
Export licenses for tho commodities will bo granted freely, It was announced, subject only to tho trading

FVIauger

MORNINR

DAMAGE ACTION

of Iron, Steel, Zinc, Copper,
Agricultural Machinery and
Food on List.

now.

AT TRAINING

FILE

ARIZ.

"'

Corn,' Manufactured

pay you to anticipate
your wants a little and buy

AIRPLANE

.

,

would

fUEL CO.

FROM

INTO OLD MEXICO

few months ago we received a large shipment of
Enameled Ware which was
under
bought
considerably
the market.
Our prices on these goods
will show you a saving and it

" AZTEC

v

Trust Me! Try Dodson's Liver Tone!

ON EXPGRTATIONS

A

Raabe

t

0. 5. LIFTS

,

IRY

,

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July .11, 1918.

Enameled
Ware

.

Mb

IRV

Is Total Amount

1st Morning

journal rpicial leal.o wihei
Bisbre.'Ariz.: .Tulv 10 Thirl
suits for $12,500 alle;;"d ;o Ik; real
and $12,000 punitive damticei vvre
filed today in the office of the clerk
of the superior court at Tombstone, by
Jackson,1 Isaacs & Lciwin-ntiorneys
of El Paso, Tex, in behalf of thirty-rigI, W. W. deported from Bisbee
July 12, 1917. In addition suitM were
filed by W. B. McClcary and F. C.
StruckmeyeV" of Phoenix, Ariz., for
two deportees, asking 110.000 real and
$10,000
This
punitive damages.
brought the day's list of filings up to
suits
and the total amount of
forty
damages asked in today's actions
The plaintiffs in the two
$91)0,000.
piiits filed by
and Struckmcyer
were J. Hearndeary
and Christ Fuller.
The ' plaintiffs in twenty-thre- e
actions filed
bv. Walters &
Tuesday
Chafln. attorneys of Phoenix, were
John. Bunch, William
Fapor, L. B.
Pollard. ; Thomas Ravmond Pattlson,
W. M. Barney, Tim Hadsall. Edward
Williams, "Frank
BirminRham, John
Rothery, George Stretch, Sylvester C.
Dorey, Rudolph wetiyli, William E.
Oxley, Bradley Thompson, Mike Stcn- sOn, Harry
Wheeler Itupior, O. J.
Murphy, Fred Penna, Charles Carroll,
Alphone- Lee McKay, Jack E. Parks,
Ralph S. Brown and James Dawson.
The defendants in this latter group
of actions are Walter Douglas, N. C.
Bledsoe. C. H: Hunt, Bnssett Watklns,
Grant H, Dowell, Joseph P. Hodgson,
K. H. Strout, W. H. Rrophy, Gerald
F. Sherman, Robert Rue, r,. C. Shat- tuck, Charles W. Allen, Phil Tovrett,
George B. Wilcox, W. P. Rims, Vance
M. Johnson, A. W. Howe, J. L, Gannon, Harry Wheeler, M. J. Cunning
ham, Phelps-Dodg- o
Corporation, Cal
umet and Arizona Mining company,
Shattuck Arizona Copper company, El
Paso & Southwestern Railroad .comMarcantile company, Pheips-Doilg- e
pany, corporations; Ben Frankenbcrg,
Sara Frankenberg, Mose Newman, do
ing business as Frankenberg Bros., &
Newman, J. B. Annuls, I. V. Wallace
and Charles F. McDonald.
It waB reported late today that a
large number of suits in addition to
those alraady filed, which now number 239. had been prepared and would
bo filed before the final date possible
under the laws of Arizona, July 12,
one year following the alleged cause
of action. Predictions were mado today by men claiming to be informed
that between 300 and 400 suits would
have been filed before the expiration
of the time limit.
Including th suits filed today the
total amount of damages sought now
is $5,165,000.
--

More Than.Fifty
Girls Killed in
German Air Raid
MORNINR JOURNAL BPSC1AL LEASED

ks

It Is a pleasant, vegetable liquid
which will start your liver just as
ISY MORNINR JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
as calomel, but it doesn't make
Washington, July 10. The success surely
you sick and can not salivate.
of the Ciocho-Slova- k
lesions in reChildren and grown folks can take
establishing order in Siberia' and in Dodson's Liver Tone, because It is
overcoming armed, opposition from perfectly harmless.
former German and Austrian prisoners, has had tho effect of suspending
the preparation of plan by the entente and the United States for the
organization of an international military force to campaign in Siberia.
It was stated
today
,
that none of the authoritatively
plans considered had
met the objection of the United States
Kuveinmenr, tnnt they Involved a
weakening of the western front in
Besides this objection there
Europe.
has been a reluctance on tho part of
IRV MORNINR JOURNAL SPECIAL LRABU WIRR
the administration to depart from its
Washington,
July 10: The army
inIn tho
policy of
contained 103
"casualty list
ternational affairs of a friendly coun- names divided today
as follows:
try. U was admitted an exception
Killed in action 21; died of wounds
might be Justified in the caso of Si- 15; died of disease 4; died of acciberia,- if It were clearly established
dent and other causes 3; wounded
that the native population was forc severely 45; wounded slightly 1;
ibly dominated by
'missing in action 12; prisoners, 2.
V
soldiers and Influence.
Privates Alva N. Graves, . Akron,
It Is understood on agreement to 'Colo., is reported missing in action.
try the American proposal to assist "Lieutenant
Harold Gilo," Colorado
the Hussians economically was about Springs, Colo., has been taken prisas far as the negotiations between the oner.
entente and the Washington authori
The list:
ties hart progressed (When news of the
' Killed In Action.
campaign1 in Sirapid Czecho-Slova- k
William C. Peterson,
Lieutenant
beria demonstrated the necessity for
revision of any plans for a military North Crystal Lake, 111.
"
Sergeant James T. Mason. Hunts-villcampaign.?
Ala.; Corporals Henry O. Diller,
s'
In discussing the
Pittsburgh, Pa.; William P. Galsuccesses
today, tho Czecho-Slova- k
A.
national council here declared that lagher, Lima, O.; Christopher
the forces are fightinrr in Siberia with Mohr, Jr., Hohokcn, N. J.; Privates
the solo idea ef battlins as one of the Henry J., Allman, Lanare, Calif.;
allied forces against the Germans and Joseph J. Brenton, HolyoUe, Mass.;
that their movement would be govern Antonio Cemato, Naples, Italy; Frank
Ashby
ed by orders
transmitted them G. Doucette, Bangor, Mont; N.
Kapkls,
C;
thrriugh Prof. T. G. Masaryk, thoir J. Downey, Roanoke
St.
Louis;
Dvorak,
George
Joseph
now
is
in
who
this
leader,
country.
Gugluzo, Sapeiro, I'atti, Italy; Clarence K. Harris, Springfield, O.; StanBRITISH SEAPLANES
ley Kobzinski, South Benson,1 111.;
Elzie H. Moore, Milton, III.; Donald
ATTACKED BY ENEMY Munro, Back Stornaway, Scotland;
Clifton E. Ogier, Menlo, Kans. ; JasN. C;
per W. Thomason.-Mewbe- rn,
ISY MORNING
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
E. Watkins,
East Jordan,
Henry
10.
the
Londpn,. July
Describing .
Mich.; Pliny M. Weber, Lancaster,'
German seaplane attack, on the Brit.; Oscar L. Woods. Coalvalley, Ala.
ish submarines 5
and 1 off the
Died From Wounds.
mouth of the Thames on July 6, a
Sergeants Charles F. Davis, Bonne
Berlin
statement, relay- Terre,
Mo.; Edgar DoWney, Sidell,
ed by the Amsterdam correspondent Ky-Edison Miller, Delaware, O.;
of the Central News agency says:
Corporal Jsaac V. Bmtrsaw, Groscap,
"German airmen attacked the
Mich.; Privates John Butero, Indiana,
while her commander and crew were Pa.; John E. Carpenter, ilidgeville,
on deck. All the members of the crew Ind.; Harry Levan, .Philadelphia;
were killed by machine gun fire but Antonio Lozzi, Veto Reto,
Italy;
the commander kept firing his riflo Wuron J. Massison, Lynn, ' Mass.;
at tho aviators until he too was kill Richard J. Mullen, New York Cjty;
ed. The seaplanes, which by this time John Ostrowskl, Grand Puipids, Mich.
had expendod all their ammunition,
scar I'V l'axton, Slaughter, La.;
then returned to the Flemish ceast.. Edward J.. Stutz, Buffalo; Melville
Snitler, Tex.; Domehico
"Another squadron arrived wliile O. "Tallc
1
was towing the Togniotti, Elko, Nev.
the submalne
of Discus.
5
and both vessels were attacked
Pyivatcs Guyser Canipe, Cherry-villby bombs."
N. C; Harry Daly, Charlotte,
was hit twice. After these N.
Tho 5
C; Patrick Hearn, New York
airmen had "used up all their ammuKansas City,
nition they also returned to their base City; Ben Johnson,
'
In the meantime tho first aerial Kans.
Died From Vchlont and Other
squadron had reappeared and it was
,
Causes.
5
was sinking
observed that the
Cook Charles L. Emrich, Pittswas being towed
and that the C-r,
burgh, Pa.; Wagoner Floyd Hollen-bergeto port.
Plymouth, Wis.; Private Mel-vi- n
M. Carr, Elkhorn, W. Va.
Cliaruljcrbtin's Tohlcts.
These tablets are Intended
Ground mils Is a nice, clean, coolfor stomach troubles, biliousness
ing feed for horse or1 cow. The, grindIf. you have any ing makes it easily digested; which is
and constipation.
troubles of this sort, give them a trial comforting tn tho animal and cuts
and realize for yourself what a first down your feeding expense. With
class medicine will do for 'you. They feeds as high as they are all such Havonly cost a quarter.
ing count fat. E. W. FKE.
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London, July 10. In a recent
German raid on tho Belgians
more than fifty girls were killed
by air bombs launched upon an
ambulance
park at La, Panna,
behind the Yser front. According
to a special dispatch from Tho
Hague, fifty bombs wwre'dropped
in tho immediate neighborhood
of the park and several struck a
large villa about 100 yards from
the hospital. Of the many girls
in the villa engaged in making
for
bandages and repairing linen
the wounded, thirty were lnstan-l- y
killed or died from injuries
within a few minutes; forty Infrom the
jured were removed
died
villa, of whom twenty-fou- r

6t

--

Calomel is a dangerous drug. It i
mercury and attacks your bones. Take
a dose of nasty calomel today and you
will feel weak, sick and nauseated tomorrow. Don't lose a day's work. Take
a spoonful of Dodson's Liver Tone instead and you will wake up feelln?
great. No more biliousness, constipaHeadache, coated
tion, sluggishness,
tongue or sour stomach. Your druggist
Dodson's Liver
find
if
says
you don't
Tone acts better than horrible calomel
your money is waiting for you.

AMERICA NOT IN
SYMPATHY WITH
MEXICAN REVOLT
IRV

MORNINR JOURNAL SPRCAL LEASED WIRC?

Laredo, Tex., July 10. Secretary
Lansing today telegraphed American
Consul Sholes here that any statement to the effect that this government assists, sanctiops,
or sympathizes with any revolutionary movement in Mexico is ungrounded and
should be emphatically denied. The
significance of the communication h
not known here. The telegram fol.
lows:
"You should emphatically deny any
statement to the effect that this government assists, sanctions or sympathizes with any revolutionary movement in Mexico."
.

Washington,
July 10. Secretary
Lansing's message .to the American
consul at Laredo authorizing him to
deny statmcnts that the American
government sympathizes with any
revolutionary movement in Mexico resulted from reports spread by
that they were, supported by
the United States. .
.

revolu-4ionari-

APPROPRIATION

"

'
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U

BILL

S'GNED

BY

WILbON
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Washington,
July 10. P.jesident
Wilson today signed the $12,000,000,-00- 0
army appropriation biii to meet
expenses of tho army program for tho
..
next fiscal year,
,

Lemon Juice
For Freckles
Girls!
Make beauty lotion at
home for a few cents. Try It!
Squeeze tho juico of two lemons Into

a bottlo containing three ounces ot
orchard whito, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle
and tan lotion, and complexion
at very, very small cost.
Your grocor has the lemona and any
drug store or toilet counter witl supply
three ounces of orchard white for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day and boo how
freckles and blemishes disappear and
how clear, soft and white the skin becomes. Yes! It is harmless.
beau-tiflc-

,

'v "

later.
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THE PARIS TEMPS

MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRB)

Amsterdam, July 10. The Gorman
emperor has replied to a congratulatory telegram from the University
of Cologne as follows:
"The .Invincible bravery and unlimited H,lf sacrifice of the German nation srl'ie brightly out of the dnrk- ynesa of the mightiest war of all times.
our victorious armies have not yet
succeeded in entirely breaking1 our
enemies' will to destruction, but Germany's sons, with unshakable confidence are rallying around their
supreme war lord and their trusty
military leaders to win for the fatherland life, happiliPES and freedom to
create -- a free path for the developments of Intellectual and economic
forces. God will be with us and our
just cause."

SON ARRESTED BY
HIS OWN. FATHER
tT MORNINR JOURNAL

MORNINR

(

JOURNAL RPRClAL L'ASED

WIRE).

on
Paris, July 10. Commenting
the fall of Dr. Itichard von Jvuet.1-manfile Gi rman foreign minister,
the Temps says it would be doing him
too much honor If any one tried to
ho, wanted to
find out what
follOW.

policy,

'

.,:.,.--

ThfilnewKiianer says he had no pol- lev nml whs nuHsesiuid of the ambition
only of doing nil .kinds of work to the
last. Jt Is pointed out mat ni tun
Is of significance in Germany's internal affairs, his fortunes being closely
associated wth Count von aorlltng,
tho imperial chancellor.
j
The mrln who Is said to have been
successor,
as
chosen
his
according to
the Temps, is a "courtier, a virtuoso
of secret diplomacy
nd( an expert
against the rights of man."
The Journal De de Wis says tnai
one can not reasonably interpret re
a
cent events In Germany, save as
tnai ucn-ernew triumph of
re-

''

.

al

the-spi- rlt
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Ludndorff

Jt

presents.
Birmingham,. Ala- -, July
marks:
Hicks, Jr., alleged to have desert"fiprmnnv wants neace by victory,
ed his command at Camp Wheeler, does not admit ftnv other, and troats
Macon, Ga., two months ago,' was as heretics thoso who do 'not believe
back in tho hands of military .officials In it."
today. Tho young man was turned
over to the authorities here by his
father, who had spent several nights
In the woods before finding his son.
"It nearly breaks my heart to .have
to urrest my own son,'! the father
The Tome'hni k" msn
realiy never
told federal officers, ' ''but1 I cannot
Ills weakened condition beharbor him as a deserter or even muse ot nverwiiric.
lack' of Rxorclse, Im
'
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TOO WEAK
TO FIGHT
'
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Suits, Silti Shirts and Shoes

AT UNHEARD OF
PRICES

t.

countenance his action."

Hall Players Before Board.
Salt Lake City, .Utah! . July : 10.
Members of the Salt Lake baseball
club of the Pacific Coast league who
are subject to draft, will apear before
local draft hoard number four tomorrow to, 'show , cause . why they
,

should not be placed In class
of
the selective draft, This announce-wa- s
made today by W, R. Wallace,
chairman of the board. Notice was
served oh Manager McCredie of the
Salt Lake club 'last Monday to have
.

the affected players appear,

proper entlnit nnrt living: demands stlmu-latfo- n
heRlth-Blvln- s
to satl.fv the erv for
Rlcep essential
sppetlto and th refreshtn
to strength. COLD MEDAL, Haarlem OH
Ospaules, the Naiinnal Ttemedy of Holland,
will do the- worlc. They
r wonderful.
Three of these capsules each day wlU put a
man on his feet beforaV Jtnowa ,t:
his trouble comes from urto acid polsotilnr,
the kidneys, gravel or stone 1n the bladder.
stomach daranitpmcnt or other ailments that
befall the
Amerloan. Don't wait
but
until you are entirety down-and-otake them today. Tout' arugslst will gladly
refund your money If the do not help you.
Accept hn substitute
Ioolt for the name
OOIJJ ME DA I, on everT box, three sites.
They are the purs, orlrtnal, Imported Haar- -

wh',,'

es

Wfiigi
.Ciiiiig
if
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The Sale With Honest Values"

r,

V

tain that they reurned home and became centers, of information and of
enthusiasm in their community.
Child Welfare Work.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus did not leave
in doubt for a single moaudience
the
that she is devoting her time,
NEW MEXICO All E ment
her energy, her talents to the child
welfare campaign In New Mexico.
"When a casualty list is cabled from
Europe," she said, "we are startled,
and
A HUGE SUCCESS we are Btricken with sorrow,
rightfully so, but nevertheless, we re
main unmoved at the casualties
among the babies at .home, among
whom as many die unnecessarily as
men are killed In the trenches of all
Mrs, Isaac Barth Points Out of Europe. Yet, the babies are the
hope of the world,. It is really, for
'
What Is Being Done by Peo- them, the coming generation, for
whom we are fighting this war. for
ple to' Raise Their Own whom we are making this world safe,
and yet, we permit them to perish
Supply of Vegetables,
thoughtlessly, heedlessly, criminally."
Mrs. Nordhaus explained
that this
wjrk is under the care of the federal
TO HotHIPM JOUNU
government which has declared that
larSCIAL CORaiarOMBaNCS
Santa Fe, July 10. "Germany has the current twelve months should be
been able to keep. In .the war because a child saving campaign and that New
of her war' gardens," declared Mrs. Mexico Is expected to save some 5001
Isaac Barth, in charge of Victory gardr babies this year who otherwise would
ens in New Mexico for the state food have died. She advocated that eachi
employ a county nurse, as la
administration, In her talk at the county
advised by the federal government.
Museum last evening.
The
Red Cross has been enlisted in
"In 1916, thirty per cent of the the work, and every woman's cub and
food Germany consumed until she literary society
will be enlisted.
robbed Jtoumania. was produced in Physicians are freely
giving their aid.
her war gardens; In 1917 Germany This war is not completely
won unsustained herself with the aid of the less the babies are saved, unless fuproduce of war gardens until she
ture generations grow up healthy
looted the Russian stores, and this and we Impress upon fathers, mothyear, she could not have lived until ers, legislators, that
is
now if It had not been for intensive the one great thing above all others,
cultivation of war gardens. Millions the one paramount duty. It was inof Germans are now vegetarians and timated that if the mortality statistics
manage to piece out existence from of places like Santa Fe were published they would startle the most indiftheir war gardens."
,
The speaker then told of the thou- ferent, for the death ratio is rightfully
sands of new gardens in New Mexico, high because of the deaths among
the result of war propaganda. Places neglected, underfed children. Pure
like Tucumcari, for instance, started milk, milk inspection, is one of the
The recording of
in by turning over suitable ground to first, requisites.
deaths is another vital nethe high .cshool grls who had the births andMrs.
Nordhaus told of the
high school boys prepare the soil and cessity.
child welfare
at the Mothers'
help in planting 174 gardens. In Bern- and Daughters' work
declared
alillo county, 'there are 900 girls and that to her owncongress and the
lives
knowledge,
boys in clubs looking after war gardof four babies were saved right there,
ens. In every county, the movement babies who
would otherwise
has taken hold, although in the lower have perished.probably
The nation's primary
Pecos valley there are the fewest new wealth is .
ami wars can
gardens, for Chaves and Eddy coun- not be won without
ties have always had their gardens. examinations of registrants proved to
Mrs. Barth illustrated ' graphically an astotrndiiig degree how the nation
how the aggregate, of little things is is robbed of productive and
fighting
bringing victory to American arms, power through disease and Infirmities
and that the aggregate of victory that should have been prevented in
gardens' Is aiding mightily In solving bohyhood. The saving of babies is a
war measure of the greatest Importthe food ,the transportation and
problems, when otherwse would ance, perhaps, of the first importance.
well nigh overwhelm the nation.
Germany and France
it as
such and the United recognize
Praise for Congress.
States governMrs, V. ,E. Lindsey frankly gave ment is falling into line.
In the discussions, Mrs. R E
her impresslqns of the Mothers' and
Daughters' Congress at Albuquerque. Twitchell, Mrs. C. a. Haynes, Mrs I.
Rappand others present took part
"At no other time In the history of
offered pertinent suggestions.
the state," she said, "has it ever hap- and
Mrs.
pened that 300 to 450 women came ami George W. Prichard presided
a very efficient chairman.
together in a convention of their own. The made
new paintings by Sheldon
ParTo the Mother' and Daughters' consons
were
much
admired. The evengress came women from every part
was
a
ing
a
typical museum
of the state and never was .there,
greatly enjoyed by those who night,
came
freer intermingling of all classes and many
of whom remained for a social
conditions on the same level and 'in hour after
.
the meeting.
the same camraderie as, at the Albu-
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Who Is Shirking?
Mrs. Walter Danburg brought out
the fact that the bread sold locally is
0
not
product as so many housekeepers believe but only 25 to 35 per
cent. of substitute flour. "What Is
more astounding," said Mrs. Danburg
"is that since the wheat regulations are In force, the sale of bread
by soma dealers has almost doubled
and one wonders who" is shirking and
is helping,' to defeat the very purppse
of wheatless, days.". She declared
that bread made entirely of corn meal
or other substitutes is better anyway
than the mixed breads and advocated
refrain
that housekeepers - should
from using wheat at alj,- - She also
asserted that 'drying fruit and pre- serving fruit without sugar is entirely
practical and that she had practiced
it for years before the war. Mrs. Dan- burg then described the work in the
three demonstration kitchens at the
Mothers' and Doughters' congress. In
one of which only Spanish was spoken
and carried
It was work
through. Only one criticism of it was,
made at last evening's meeting, that
science
by. Miss Kaune, domestic
teacher, who declared that the substitutes used in the kitchen as a rule
were too high In cost to be' within
n
reach of the average
family.
Tribute Paid to Ely.
...Mr.' Harry, Xi.. Wilson gave a very
succinct and pleasing account of incidents and episodes ,of the congress,
paying high tribute to State Food
Ralph C. Ely, Most sig
ntficant. to her was the eagerness of
the women from, the, country distrlctsj
as wen as- irom we towns, to learn,
to be posted ,to do their part. Women
with shawls over their heads mingled
freely with society women, antMrirls
front humble houses elbowed the wife
of the chief executive of the state, one
as interested as the other, one as important as the oner, all united in the
one purpose of helping to win the
war. The test with whioh' the women
consulted the literature and books
studied the posters .and asked questions, was a revelation and made cer
50-5-

well-plann-

Spanish-America-

"

--

GRANDMOTHER
'

.

WAS THE

DRUGGIST

.In the early, days of- our country
grandmother was the" tyruggist, and
her drugs consisted
of roots
and herbs gathered mostly
from, the--' fields
and forests. T,here was peppermint
for
indigestion, mullen for coughs, skulU
cap for nervousness, thorough wort for
colds, wormwood
for bruises and
sprains and so on. TheyWere successful remedies, too. It was from a combination of such roots and herbs that
Mrsv Lydla E. Plnkham of
Lynn,
Mass., more than forty years ago.
originated her now famous Vegetable
Compounds; and duflns all these long
years no other remedy has ever been
discovered, to restore health to ailing
women so successfully as this
good
root and herb medicine.
-
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AT THK IiYIMC.
Mirny people imagine
be happy If they were
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IN STATES ABOUT
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IN PRAISED
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they would

in otheri words, if they lived

PART PLAYED

1

PROGRAM

jouNAk noa lsassd wiati
feaa "house of gold." This fivfl-aSan
Calif., July 10.
ture shows the life and experiences of Business Francisco,
relations cannot exist with
one woman who wus bought with gold Germany "while that country regards
who lived .with gold, and who wus treaties as mere "scraps of paper,"
finally willing to give anything In the 8;hiiup1 C. DoDtis. oi Atlanta,. (!a.,
'
world to get rid of the gold.
told the Associated Advertising Clubs
Emmy Wchlen is the star in this of the World here today,
rn.vs
of
drama
"All commerce l conducted on the
thrills, and
magnificent
basis of 'scraps of paper'," Mr. Dobbs
tery,. which never for a moment relaxes in absorbing. Interest.. At one told the delegates.
Tim cnnvfTittnii wilt ptnsa Inmnr.
point two men struggle in the durk-nes- s.
one Is killed, and one escapes. row after electing officers and rati
The bartered biide herself docs not fying the selection of New Orleans
s the 191H convention city.
know whJch one!' Amazinfe'compllca-tioh- s
The advertising men were praised
arise as a 'result of this uncerand thanked for the part they hav
tainty.
j.
Tho events of "The House of Gold," played in tho nation's war activities
received from Secresurprising as they are, are perfectly in a telegram
G.
possible, and do not once pass the tary of the Treasury William
limit of credibility, even though they McAdoo.
"Vou are doing an unselfish and
are unusual in tho extreme. It is a
big part In the finest American spirvital drama of human hearts.
In connecton with the above, tho it to insure a glorious victory for
arms and human liberty,"
management is also repeating today America's
the message read. "Please let me
only the comedy reel.
send my greetings to the patriotic
members of the Associated Advertls
CAMP CODY RANKS AS
lug Clubs of the World, and assure
them of my deep appreciation of the
rEALTHIE$T CAMP IN
genuine service they have rendered
With
to the country In connection
THE ENTIRE COUNTRY every government activity related to
the war.
"I can never forget what the adseiciAL coRasaroNocNCK To mohnimo jounnali
Santa Fe, July t 10, Camp Cody vertising men- of America have done
War Savings
again ranks ns the healthiest camp for Liberty Loans,
insurance
In the 'United States In the report Stamps, soldiers and sailors
- work
of the
published this week on health' con- and the Important In
general, to
ditions among the enlisted men. treasury department
of
their
immeasurably
Says tho official bulletin: "Excellent say nothing
lied Cross, Y. M.
health conditions continue. Admis- helpful support ofbenevolent
agencies
sion and
rates are ma- C. A. and other
lightening the work of our
terially lower than lust week, while which are
The
value
in
Europe.
the death rate for disease (2.16) is fighting Tierces
its
the record low rate since October of your help Is incalculable and
effect on the ultimate Issue will be
v
12, 1917."The number' of new cases of the direct and potential."
more serious diseases Shows a decline as compared with last week.
Ijcnuei Loyal.
Lincoln, Neb.. Jtilv 10. The first
Venereal diseases, are responsible fpr
of
the
a large i per cent' of the sick rates. state convention
here
Camp Cody continues with the low- League of Nebraska, In sessionwith
a
est sick rales of' all large- camps of todav. contented itself chiefly
this group. While a few more meas- declaration of loyalty to the president,
les cases are roported, other of the his messages and an aggressive prosmore serious camp diseases are few ecution of the war.
er In number than last week. There
Half Ktitn cart Hcch & Clark's Fly
were 75 new cases of pneumonia re
rows and IrOlnen costs 8(1
ported from' the camirs, as' against Jf rvxk'T foe
83 for lns
week. Of this number cents. It will save ten dollars worth
25 worth
Camp Cody reported 16 new cases kf feed and (rive llicHtock
with spray pump
(against 42; last week). Tho highest ,,ot romrort. A)llil
Insick rates are reported from Camps or upongc or elotli. ' The man who
a genius.. H. W.
this stuff
Travis and Taylor.". Camp Cody has vented212-2West Lead avenue.
l
rate of 21.7 per thou f KIC,
a
sand;. Camp Kearny of 24.7 per
In
thousand. Cody.tad three deaths
a week., 2 from fracture of skull
and one from traumatism. The total
number of deaths in all the Camps
was 81 against. 102 the' week before.
in

'

OPINION S DIFFER

her uses, do her deeds and sacrifice all, torn from all moorings of
unity, deadened to nil sense of honor in a desire to please her and bask
In her favor.
The "Clemenceau Case" Is her latest
film success, and as it is on at the
Pastime for today only a good crowd
should see it at each show. There
will also be shown a 'Mutt and Jeff"
cartoon.

ed to

al

Some women exquerque meeting.
pended as much as 130 for railroad
fare alone In order to be present and
the enthusiasm and earnestness of all
was notable, but it was the Spanish
American women especially who were
heart and soul in the projfet." Mrs.
Undsey criticized severely Superintendent lof Public Instruction Shlels
of Los Angeles for remarks he made
during the congress and which she
thought reflected on the sacrifices al-- ready made by American womanhood.
"He, doubted, whether American wo-- "
men would stand up under the stress
when the casualty lists came in as if
the casualty lists were not already
coming In at the rate of 600 casualties
a week. When a mother or a wife
has once said farewell to her dear one
as so. many have already done, without knowing whether they would ever
return, they have already met more
than one half of the test. American
womanhood will not fail the men of
America even under the severest

THREt

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday. July 11, 1918.
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Mrs. Burns' letter.
Here is a' letter that Is certain to
prove, of Interest to people In this
vicinity, as cases otsthia sort occur In
almost every neighborhood, and people should know what to do In like)
circumstunces:
Savannah, Mo., Oct: IS, 1916.
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colli and Diarrhoea ... Remedy about
nine years ago, and it cured me of flux
troubles of this sort, give the.ni a trial
the same complaint some three 'or
four years ago and a few dose of this
cured me. I have recomremedymended
Chamberlain's Collo and
Diarrhoea Remedy to dozens of peoI
since
first used It."
ple

Try the Want Ad Way
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FIGHTERS VOTING

.

(aIC,L

COBRiaPONOtNCI

TO

MORN'NS JOUKNALl

Santa Fe, July 10. Governor W.
Lindsey,
has' received 'replies
from 47 state executives In reference
to special legislation

to provide

ma-

chinery for casting and gathering
ie or men In the army and
l"o
navy lor tne .November election. A
numDer or repNes point out const!
luuunai uinicumes In their states
as.difTlcult of solution as those in
New Mexico. The replies are being
tabulated under various
so
as to furnish practical headings
suggestions
as to wnat course
to pursue.
Thus far there has been no Insistent demand from the men in active service for participation in the
(November election. As one man on
furlough put it today: "We. will do
the fighting and winning the war
first and the voting
afterwards.
While we are1 gone we expect those
who remain at home to assume all
the responsibilities for state and local government. Necessarily we cannot take In our knapsacks privileges,
and participation in
responsibilities
asVirs and don't .want to. How can
we keep posted oh. issues and candidates. We might even cast our
ballot for a candidate who. had
been exposed as disloyal and dishonest and., that without knowing
it. I belong to church, to lodges.
fraternities, civic organizations and
I willingly surrender , my right to
vote in these while away from home;
in fact,- expect those, who remain at
home to carry them on just as efficiently as if I were at home. I have
that much confidence in my. fellow
voters and countrymen. Willing to
give my life for them, I - certainly
am glad to surrender for the time,
being my right to. participate in civic'
responsibilities into their hands; Yes,
if there were a deliberate intent to
rob us of our franchise, to 'put some-- ;
thing over on us,' while we are
gone, that would be different, but I
new r' . heard of a soldier awa v fitom
home feeling himself unjustly treated
because he cannot vote,

t. ..
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DecertUoiud

At the "1J" Theater Today mill Tomorrow.
AT THIO TllKTi:nS TODAY.
"IS" Tlioaior
Thomas 11. Ince presents the Paramount star, Enid Bennett, In "A Desert ft'ooing;" also a
"Love
comedy,
Loops the Lopp."
,'
Crystal "Opera House -- Dark.
Ideal Theuter Dark.

meets with love, loops the loop' in a
most dnring fashion, and at the peril
of her lifp, on'roller-skateThe most
daring circus athlete would think
twice before attempting this feat, but
Mary, Thurrtiiin never? was. a circus
athlete, but in college- she surpassed
In nthletlis, and-crage did the rest
IjjTlc: Theater
Repeating ."The for her.
House of Gold,"' with EnimyWehlen
To be seen at the B" thcalor today
as the leading character; fftyo the and tomorrow.-reel.
comedy
PaHtlme Tlieftter-wJoda- y
onW. The- 11 AHA AT
PASTIME
da Bara starring in one of itvr latest! THFDA
ure the espoci Jorte
4
plays, ;jcmenceau l.wje, nlo a reel urtneua uaju, aim in portrayirrs this
of "Pathe News, No. 10," and'a
unusual type. Miss Bara has made
"Mutt-snJeff Fisherless" cartoon.
for Kerself.it niche In animated
.'
;
,
,
AT TIIK "II."
This unusual! young,, woman was
At- the "Hv theater today! and
will be presented "A Iesert born, not as youuppose, in a foreign
though her exotic charms
Wooing," a Paramount picture, which coiyitry,
done much to bolster that belief,
presents one of the most interesting have
phases of marital life that has been but in the heart of this very country,
shown here In a long time.
Enid Bennett is the star of the pic
ture and she has ths part of a society
who is Beeking a marriage for
gri
money or rather, it is her mother
Who is seeking .this arrangement. Then
comes a real, live, virile westerner,
played by Jack Holt, who takes the
girl, marries her and transports her
to nis ranch. Then she learns to love
him.
Y,
. The
big scene comes when a former
admirer tries to kill her husband.. Tho
assailant is. a doctor and at the point
of a pistol the wife makes him
n
a surgical operation to save her
GEORGE D00L1TTLE NOW
husband from . death. The amnolnar
DIVING TOWER WILL BE
and at the samo ilmn nnt
.rant),,
.STUDENT AT WEST POINT
SWIMMERS . exaggerated. sceneB are those wnereln
BUILT FOR
the artificial life of the social parasites is exposed,.
Ooorge Dootlttle, Bon of Mr, and
A .diving tower is to be erected at
Mrs. .1. M. Doollttle, 1018 North SecThe. character of Dr. Van'
tho east end of the swimming pool at played by Donald Macdonald, ' Fleet,
ond
street, has been admitted to West
an
III
the V. M C. A. Funds to defray the excellent example of a man whois fat-Point, having passed, the final examoost of the construction of the tower tens on the women Of his world andli
ination there, it was learned here yesare now beingt subscribed.. L. H. Fox is rather admired for his moral rot-terday. Doollttle had. two years milij
tary training nt tho military institute
secretary of the association, said yes- - tenness. If the pictures sprvp,! nnl
at Roswell. ;When. students of the
terdav that mnt nf th RiihiirrlDtioiia olhcr purpose than to expose some of
school
with two. years training were
were being made, by boys and thatfl this false existence,
it would be of
given the opportunity to go to ths
almost enough had been subscribed vaiue, nut as it is. It Is a reallyenjoy
training camp .at .Presidio, Doollttle
already to pay the probable cost. The anie entertainment and murvclously
was one of those, to. seek the training.
tower will be put in plaee next week. wen uiimicu ana proouced,
while at Presidio that he re.
dif-3
It will have diving platform at
'
ceived the appointment to West Point.
COMEDY AT THK "R.
ferent heights,
The new Paramount-Mac- k
As soon as it Is put in place, Mr.
Sonnett
Fox said plans would be made for comedy, "Love Loops the Loop." fea
MRS. SPICER, WIFE OF
THEPA BARA
Charles
swimexhibition
dives
turing
and
Murray,
Wayland.
holding
' SOCORRO LAWYER, DIES
PlCECTION
WILLIAM FOX
.
irasK ana Mary Thurman. is not only
ming contests in the pool.
a
but one
picture,
filled with unusual (hrllls" as well. In
TO NOVNINS JOUWU '
rtMCIAI. DIT
RESIGNATION
VON :
tnis comedy Mary Thurman, who Im- at Cincinnati. Her. real name is
Socorro, N. M.. July 10. Mrs. M.
personates a cabaret gfrl, and whose
C.
Goodman, ,but she is now
ppicer, wife of Judge-- M, C. picer,
.. KUEHLMANN ACCEPTED beauty inspires all the gentlemen she
known, legally as well as professionall- was found in the bath room of their
y,; as Theda Bara, havin procured homo here this, morning, She was
. ISV MOKMIN
JOUNAL SKCIAl UHUI WIM1
com t, sanction to. that end. ,
lying on the floor In .an unconscious
WHEH
CHILDREN
CRY
OUT
condition. Doctors were sent for nnrl
London, July 10. The resignation M
vampsychology
fUr
And
an
fsreriah
and
don't
are
von
of ur. Klcnard
sleep well,
is not to make them weak wo- worked. all forenoon in an effort tn
Kuerlmann, G,er
worms, mothers will pires
man foreign minister has been acrevive her, but failed. She died at
men, according to the popular concepJudmilckreiiefm Mothertiraa Sweet Powder
this afternoon. The
tor
by
cepted
tion of such types, but rather to en- 3: 30. o'clock
Children, the standard remedy for SO
Emperor William, accord,
are eaay to kit and children like then. dow them with
funeral will be held'at 4 o'clock this
wlf-lesre
ng to a German
dispatch
vast
minds
crafty
and
"
.
cleans
the atomach, art gently rathe bowThey
afternoon.
''. .... ..
ceived here.-- '
t
els and break up cokls. itelleve beadaehe and vitality, which slumbers under covor
Mr. ' Splcer had hot been. In good
Although the newspapers nam Adof languor only to express itself in
teething diaontera.: We hate 1ii,(khi teatlmorilala.
some
health
for
Ask. rour Urnitplst and bo tnre to irat JUutiief
months, although
miral von Hintse as his successor,
evcrmnstenn:; terms at n time of cHs-i- able trt be un and around.
Tha omiui
J50.
finul decision has not been made,
Orj'loWetI'ofdurBforCliIldreu,
It, is tUtit mcu,
...
gotten of
o.
.
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Try Tinted Walls
Let lis show you
how reasonably we
can filrnishthe paint
to give, your home
new-styl-
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sanitary walls.

Harrisons

.

Sanitary Flat
Finishes
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.

soft-ton-

e,

give bright, cheerful
effects on your walls,
at .the V same time
affording just the
proper background for
tasteful pictures, draperies and furniture.
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Call on us today arid we will
show you tome beautiful color
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Resiiio!

That Itching which keeps you iwate at night,
and forcei you to scratch at the most embarrass- ins; times, is almost tuie to yield to Resinol
Usually the discomfort stontf ind heaiinir
beglnswiththefirstapplication,ndthedistressing
eruption quickly disappears. Resinol Ointment
Ji even mart effective if aided by Resinol Soap.
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Greatest Vdluejs Ever Offered to the Public
$931.23 Was Saved by Yesterday 's Purchasers

COMPANY
WRIGHT CLOTHING
The Sale With Honest Values"

L'"

f

4

1C
i

STANDING

WILD PITGHERS

I

GIVE II.

N.VTIOXAI.

GAME

MSA(JrK.
W. 1..

Pit.

.ttSi

2T

.030

(Boston

33
33
30

36
37
40
40

.471'
.452

SO

41

St.

SI

3

46
SI".

Pittsburgh

I'Wladelplii.t
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Louis

W.
4"
41

of Giants,
Hitting
Timely
When Hits Mean
Runs, St.
luis
Gives Team Edge Over Pitts- Chicago
Detroit
Philadelphia
burgh With Steady Lead,

44
40
37

...3730
26

MEM BUY

EVEN WITH N. Y.

.49

II

.423
.419

SERIES

IN

OE G

WAjl

QUIT JULY 15 IS

S5.220

SI iPS

AGREEMENT

Pit.

U

34
33
86
37
38

.5(0

Only. Two Redington's Resignation For-- .
mally Accepted by theCom-- .
Days Old Men Are Respondmission; No Statement Reing ; Readily to Call for
Purchase of Stamps,
garding New, Selection,

Inefficient
Jti
.Bt.O

.51!)

.493

.43

SH
4 1

.405
.361

46

.

Pitching and Five
Double Plays Are Outstand- ing Features of Loose Game
'
Yankees Losers,

Campaign

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

tar

MORMIMO

UHlt WIKI1

INCIAL

JOURNAL

Wlldness
Pittsburgh, Pa.. July
on the part of Seapnicka and Comstock. Pittsburgh pitchers, contributed
to a New York victory over the home
team today. Timely hitting by the
visitors was a feature of the game.
.10.

ft

Score:

New York.

f
V

Rums, of
Young, rf
Thorpe, rf
Fletcher, ss
Poyle. 2b
Zimmerman,
Wilhoit. If
Holke, lb
McCarty, c
Demaree, I

1

:

i

!

.......

AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
4
2

0

1

1

1

2

0

1

0

0
0
0

3

3

2

4

1

1

1

4

1

2

0

0
0

10

3

3b .

6
5
5

,

2
0

2

1

0
0
1

1.00

2

A

G

1

2
3

8
5

0

fi

0

u

0

2

0
0

9 14

27

7

3

39

Totals

4
2

PiMsbiireli.

AB. It. IT. PO. A. E.

t
Caton, ss
3
Leach, ss
5
Plgbee, If
4
Carev, cf
4
.
.
.
Routhworth, rf
Cutshaw, 2b .....A
4
Mollwltz. lb
4
MeKechnle, 3b
Schmidt, c . . i . . . . i
Shaw, o . ...s . .T
0
Slapnicka, p
Comstock, p ..
, 1
xGets, .

1'

........

i
;
V

...

4
f

'

?

.....
.,.

t

1

1,

;

0

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

0
0
0
0

2
?
0
0

3
1

1
0
0

S

1

0
0
0
0

0

2
--

0

1

1

1

1

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

s

1,0n
n

0

0
1

0

0

0
0
0

0
2
0

0

t

27 10

2

0,1--

.......

..'37 4
Totals
x Batted for Comstock

9

In

8

0
Oi

ninth,

Score by Innings:
New York ,..

m 21 0
0004
J....... 000hits040 Wilhoit,

.

Pittsburgh

9

Summarv: Two-bas- e
Three
McCartv, Bibee, McKechnie.
base hits Bigbee.i' stolen bas?s
Fletcher, Zimmerman and Caton. Sacrifice hit Burns. Double plays Doyle
Fletcher and Hoiked Cutshaw and
Caton. Base dn balls Off Demaree 1:
2.
Innings
3;. Comstock
Struck out
pitched Comstock 8
4.
Comstock
3;
Ey Demaree
Boston 4; CIi!'so 1.
Chicago, July 10. Rudolph was in
first
rare form and Boston won. the Cargame of the series from Chicago.
ter waB hit opportunely and was out
Mann was ordered
ly supported.
of rhe game by Umpire O'Day for dison strikes. Score:
puting a decisionBoston.
'
AB. H. II. PO. A. E.
1
4
Pawllngs. 2b
1
12 2 0
Herzog, lb'
r.
0
0
1
2
3
i.
Massey, cf
0 0 0
0
0
3

...J.

.31

W'icklan, rf
.1.

Konetchy If
Wilson, e
Maranvllle,
Rudolph, p

.

.

. t .

Sb....

C. Smith,

I. .

.

.

U

3

0

3

"0

4

0
0
0

ss..,.3
,3
31

Totals

'

SS.....32
;,

zO'Farri'll

Aldredge, p
Totals

ir--.

.

0

J

J1

0

4

1

8

15
1

2
3

1

2
0
2
7
6
1
3
4

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

3

1

2

3
3

0
0

0

2

0

1

0

0

',2?

1

.....100 J9
.

0

10

....

11

s,

0'2

3-- 4.

.3

3,21

,32,00101
,1
,0

....

1

0--

ChSb.y

I.:::...
Two-bas-

aver.

1

1

1

0

0

"
0
0

0

1

0
0

1

J

3

0.0

1

'
0
0

jO

Ji

27 10

2

f

...

.

.

-

'
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lO.-B- oston

ALL-STAR-

All-Sta-

Treatment With Sprays
and Douches. .
condition of the blood
"Catarrh l
and cannot be Cured' by locaf applications of sprays and douches; this has
been proven by the thousands whb
have vainly resorted to this method
of treatment.
Catarrh should not be neglected or
experimented with. The wrong treatment l valuable time lost, during
which the disease is getting a firmer
hold upon Its victim, and making' It
more difficult; tor; even the proper
treatment to accomplish results.
Though Catarrh makes its first ap.and
pearance. In. the. .nostrils, throat
air passages, the disease become

r

"

'

.

1,

I

Don't Experiment with Catarrh;
It Often Leads to Dread Consumption
You Will Never Be. Cured by Local

car-pent- tr

""S8!11-..-Russel-

.

9 27 16 -

4

S
.

3

.

.........

;

'0

0

Chkaigo
AB. R. II. PO.A.E.
0
2 fi
2
P
4

........

Flack, rf
Hollocher,
Mann, If
Barber, If
Merkle, lb
Paskert, cf
Deal, 3b
Zeider, 2b
Killifer. C
Carter, p

0

fV HORNINa JOURNAL SPCCIAL ICAtCD WINK)
From figures compiled Inst night It
New York, July 10. Chicago got is shown that ihe Santa Fe employes
NATIONAL LEAGCK. .
an even break in the six game series again have come to the front in asPoston at Chicago.
with New York by winning today. sisting Uncle Sam ond have pledged
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
thus far, $5,220 in War Saving
The
game was featured by. inefficient
the
;
New York at Pittsburgh.
Stamps. This amount represents averNew
double
five
and
plays.
pitching
i
of 148 men or an
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
York lost a chance to win in the eighth contributions
age of $35,25 per man.
inning, when with Uie bases full,
AMERICAN' I.EAGl'E.
The boiler shop started things goPratt was caugn; off seconil .base.
Detroit at Washington.
by subscribing on Monday an
ing
Score;
Chicago at Boston.
of $40 per man. A challenge
average
Chicago.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
to olher departments was pouted askA.
E.
R.
PO.
AB.
H,
to beat this
Cleveland at New York.
0 ing that they attempt
4
2
0
Murphy, rf
As a result the electric shop
1
0 figure.
3
0
2
1
Leibold, If
and erecting shop got busy averaging
5
0
1
3
4
I
z
M51.60 and $48.50 respectively.
Batted for Carter In the eighth. 10. Collins, (
4
0
t
210 0 0
Gandil, lb
Score by innings:
The car department and pipe de0
4
0
4
0
0
000 020 0114 J. Collins, cf
Boston
were delayed In organizing
partment
3
0
1
4
000 010 0001 Weaver, ss
for the drive and as yet have submitChicago
1
1 t 4
1
1
3
Rawl-IngTwo-bas- e
3b
hits
McMullin,
ted no figures regarding their progSummary:
2
0
2
1
0
2
Passkert, Massey. Stolen bases
Schalk, c ,
ress. Today, however,' theso depart0
0
0
0
Sacric
Herzog.
Jacobs,
ments are expected to announce totals
Konetchy, Rawlings,
0
0
0
0
Ru0
1
fice hits Herzog,
Hollocher,
K. Russell, p
and averaireB, which will place them
0
0
1
Rawl0
The roundhouse
dolph, Wickland. Double play
Shellenbach, p . . 2 0
among the leaders.
Bases
to
Maranvilie.
ings to Herzog
eniployes also will begin their can1
15
5
8
27
on balls Off Carter 3, Aldridgc 1.
Is evivass today. Great , rivalry
Totals . . . .....30'
Innings pitched Carter 8.4. Struck
denced among the employes to obtain
York.
New
out By Carter 3. Rudolph
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. the highest average per man and the
0 highest totals.
1
0
0
0
.
rf
Marsans,'
,2
Louis
St.
Philadelphia
0
1
1
Tho results as announced last night
0
0
St. Louis, July 10. St. Louis twice Gilhooley, i"f'
,2
0 show that only 148 of the 650 men
6
5
1
1
beat Philadelphia today. The scores Pecklngpaugh,
cm
0 employed have been jnpproached
3
2
0
1
were four to three and seven to fo'ir. Baker, 3b . . .
use of
the
and
the
1
stamp
question
2
2
In
behind
came
the
from
The locals
Pratt, 2b
their back pay for this work ami
fiurth Inning of the. first game when Pipp, lb
,4 0 2 6 1 0 when
all have been interviewed it Is
from
the
drove
mound,
if
Oeschger
they
Bodie,
0 expected that the graml total will
1
0
0
0
scoring all thfir runs.
Miller, cf . . .
that raised try the entire
R. II. B. Walers, c . . . .
Firstgame Scopes:
,2 00 00 50 10 10 city. equal
In addition to their own subPhiladelphia . 030 000 00034 108 00 xCaldwell, .
many of the men report
0 scriptions
0
2
0
000 400 000
1
0
St. Louis
Hannah, c . .
their wives and
1
0 In the city drive
0
0
0
Batteries: Oeschger, Watson and Mogridgo, p .
themselves have subscribed heavily to
1
3
0
0
0
2
Adams, Burns; Ames and Gonzales.
A. Russell, p
so that the emploes of
0 the stamps,
0
0
0
R. H. E.
1
0
Second game Score:
tho railroad are among the highest
xxHyatt, . . ,
Philadelphia . 200 001 10047 12 14
In the state.
4 averaged purchasers
024 100 00
St. Louis
5 27 17
4
,27
The report as issued last night by
Batteries: Hogg, Oeschger and
In
ninth.
x Batted for Walter
departments follows: v Electric shop,
Burns; Meadows and Gonzales.
xx Batted for Russull in ninth.;
six men pledged $310, average $51.50;
pledged
erecting shop, twenty-fiv- e
Cincinnati
210. 200 000- -6
Brooklyn
$1,216, averaging $48.60; boiler shop,
Effective
aOOOO- O-l
Cincinnati, July 10.
e
averforty-ninmen
,010
York
$1,815,
New
pledged
pitching by Ring and Regan enabled
e
hit P1PR. aging $37; machine shop, thirty-nin- e
Summary:
Cincinnati to shut out Brooklyn in
Stolen bases men
averaging
$1,305,
pledged
both games of a double header. In the Three base
Miller. $33.60;
eight men
paint
shop,
Murphy. Leibold, Schalk,
second game Regan allowed only two
pledged $235, averaging $29.50;
Infield hits and only two men to first Sacrifice hits Schalk, A.
shop, seven men pledged $150,
Murphy. Sacrifice
base.
blacksmith shop,
and ipp. averaging $21.50;
l'eckinpaugh
R. H. E. Double
First game Score:
pUys
fourteen men pledged $190, averaging
. ,.,
Pratt!
h llnlar and
Brooklyn , , . , 000 000 0000 6 3
13.50.
i W,
000 015 10x 7 14 0 Collins, Weaver and Gandil;) McMul"
Cincinnati
A monthly "safety" meeting of the
Batteries: Hermann, Coombs and lin E, Collins and Gandil; Liebold
5
Miller; Ring and Wingo.
and Schalk: Gilhoulcy Peak! npaugh road was held at 'o'clock yesterday
Second game Score:
R. H. E. and Hannah. Bases ond balls orf,A. afternoon which naturally grew Into
S.
S.
W.
a
enthusiasm meeting. At
4 Russell
000 000 0000
2
Brooklyn
6; E. RumcI 5: Shellenbach the
meeting J. ,1. lleaney was selected
Cincinnati .;. 102 010 Olx S 10 0 3 Innings pitched Mogridge 1,
for the meetings to succeed
Batteries: Grimes and Miller; Re- Russel 18; E. Buiieel 3; Shellen.ack.) chairman
P. J. Johnson, who died in California.
gan and Wingo.
2. HU by Pitcher-- By
"
Virtually every member of the association was present ' and the safety
D
measures una conditions of the entire
GAME GOES
0." ' ;
Boston 2: tlcveland made ; system were thoroughly reviewed.
'
TO
July
S
49 TO 9 Boston.
upon the completion
four out of five from Cleveiana "j 6f Immediately
the business the meeting was re2 iu
solved Into the War Savings Stamp
tvi nick
oPm of
of the Winning
then compelling Umpire HH?oDra.n.u meeting and several
speakers delivereenior baseball league of the public to call off the remainder or tne laed short addresses. J. H. C'QpnS exschools defeated the Independents In test. Score:
.'
plained the necessity that every man
d
a
game at the Reynolds ball
AB. R.H PO: A,E. should respond to the country's call
grounds Jate yesterday afternoon. The
and explained in detail the workings
0
score was 49 to 9. The Independents Graney, If .
of the plan. H. c.,Roehl gave a geno; 1
expressed their desira to join the Chapman, ss
eral discussion of the campaign in the
school league after the gamo.
Speaker, cf
city and .among the railroad umployes,
The Wild Catg will go on a campWood, rf . .
R. H. Tuttle drew a parallol of the
ing trip to Tijeras canyon Friday Wambsganss, 2b
work done by the safety commission
night, returning Saturday.
Johnston, lb
and the stamp drive. He explained
Evans, Sb ,
the system in detail, relating each deO'Neill, c . . .
Ktanrtridgo Rclcnwd.
to the. stamn drive in particular,
tail
Los Angeles, Calif., July 10. Peter Coumbe, p .
couching the whoe In railroad terms
Anof
Log
the
Strandridge, pitcher
t 1 which were familiar (to his audience.
0 , 5 15 ;
. .17
Totals . . .
geles basebaU club, was released toJ, P. Brennan was chosen chairman
IXMtOII.
itlifer, manager of the
day, Wade
for the station campaign for the sale
AB. R. II. EO. A.
club announced.
of
stamps. Mr. Brenuan was unusual0
0
Hooperj rf
ly active In the first, second and third
0 ;
Jnurnnl Want Ad hrlnv results
Shean, "b
Loan drives and Is thoroughly
Liberty
S;runk, cf
familiar with the .manner of handling
i
Ruth, lb
a financial campaign.
0 1
Whitman, It
0
0
Following' are ' those who wore
Scott, ss
0"
o
present at the meetings. ...
StanSbury 3b
'
0
J. J. Ileuni'.v, chairman;. L. H.
Agnew, c
0 .0
J. F.
Morgan, H. 11. stubWefteld,
Bader, p
Math.'s, L. w. Brown, C. R. Casey,
Johnson and J. E. Sinclair, R. H. Tut18 2 4 16' 9
TnSala
tle, N. F. Johnson,-- J. P,. Brennan, O.
(Game called in fifth " Inning; rain
' W. Yocum, G. W. Welser, C. L.
Score by inning:
rtiore and more aggravated and final
:
000
C. W. Atllngton, W. J. Davis,
and ri,votnrt
ly reaches down Into the lung
000
Fi DeBolt, F. C. Joice and IS. E.
Boston
Ruth.
Three-bap- a
hit
Stelncr.
everyone recognizes the alarming con
Each of these men was apSummary:
.
dition that results when the lungs are Double plays Chapman and vyambs-gansspointed as the leader tor the depart" '
affected. Thus Catarrh may be the
Struck out By Combo 4, by ment he represents.
.
.'
forerunner of that most dreaded and Bader 1.
Lame Shoulder.
hopeless of all diseases, consumption.
l'lillnilcLiliii 5: !crol I.
This4 ailment Is usually caused" by
No locai treatment affords perma
Hits
10.
by
'Philadelphia,
rheumatism
July
nent relief.
of the muscles All that
Experience has taught
hthat S. 8. 8. is the one remedy which Shannon and Dugan beat Detroit in is needed Is absolute' test ahd a few
attacks the disease at its source, the the final game of the eri5i, making applications of Chamberlain.
Lini'
blood, and produces satisfactory re four out of six for the Ainic"c.
ment. Try it.
..
.
U.
,
Score:
cases.
Catarrli
sults in even the worst
.V... 100 )'0 Jl J
sufferers are urged to give S. 8. S. a
. Itcccnlly lind rut bin!
r,
a crop
1
9
. O30 010 OlX
all
sold
is
trial.
drug Phiinilelnhltt
by
It
thorough
of alfalfa.
lor rMil and
Batteries: Kallo,. Bailey and
gists. You are Invited to write to the
buy Ju'.
poultry., ir yini
and Perkins.
medical department for expert advloe
mm hale and hu morwtlian
os to how to treat your own case. AdK. W. FEU,
St. ,1.0111a .Washington, postponed, with jour
dress Swift Specific Co., 436. Swift
West 4advttwtv Hum
wet grounds.
,
'
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
4-- 7;
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At a meeting of the city commission
last night, which closely resembled a
"pot pouri" in the various and numerous transactions completed, the
resignation of Paul G. Redington as
city manager, which was filed with
the commissioners June 17, was formally

accepted

to become

effective

We are In a position to give
more value for tlie money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
tula vlclulty.
. OBloe With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE!

I Hudson

Wall

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

San Francisco S; Los Angeles 0.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 10.
R. H. E.
Score:
2 11: 0
San Francisco
1
3
0
,'
Los Angeles
Batteries: O'Doul and Brooks;
Crandall, S.andridge and Boles.

I

General Contractor

the-slo- t

.41)3

AMERICAN I.EAC.I E.
Boston
New York
Cleveland
Washington

slot machines and other chance devices was discussed at length.
One
man appeared before the commissioners who declared that within the past
week his small son had spent $9.50 in
machines.
Other complaints
are. to the effect that the slot maare
chines
patronized largely by small
boys with whom the gambling habit
is becoming an extreme.
The commissioners ordered the chief of police
to Investigate the matter and an old
ordinance prohibiting the use of the
machines probably will be passed at
the next meeting of the commission.
Advisory Finance Committee.
The matter of the selection of an
advisory finance committee to .assist
the commission in the handling of the
city's finances was placed . in the hands
of Paul G. Redington. Although it
has not been definitely decided that
most probable nominees for the committee are P. F, McCanna, Stephen
(toehl and C. M. Botts.

C

BREAKS

CHICAGO

.23

r.o

Chfcifio
NVw York

PIRATES

0

OF THE TEAMS

877

for Signs I
Paper

Hudson for
t Picture Frames

July 15. The commissioners adopted
Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
resolutions formally accepting
the
resignation.
The question of a successor to Redington appears to be undecided by the
Sacramento ii: Ouklnlld 1.
commissioners.
They stated last night
.10.
San Francisco, Calif.,-Julthat they have no information in this
R. II. R.
'
Score:
matter which can be made public,
2
0
7
Sacramento
Mr. Redington has accepted a posi1
1
6
;
tion with the forest service, in which Oakland
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
Batteries: Gardner and MeNulty;
service he was employed when he beKramer and Mitze.
came city manager. He has been asked by the district forester to make ar320 West Gold.
Phone 44.
St. Lake 3: Vernon. 2.
rangements as soon as possible to as10.
Lake
Salt
Utah,
City,
July
sume his new duties.
R. If. E.
Score;
' Two Ordinances Discussed.
0 THE
Vernon .
WM. FARft, COMPANY
2,8
Two ordinances were discussed at' ealt'Utke ..'
3
8
0
the meeting last night, one of whfel;
Wholesale and Ret al
Dealers In
and Devormer;
Fiomme
Batteries:
was adopted.
The ordinance which
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
and Konnick.
became a law provides for the muzzl- Penner
Sausage a Specialty . '
ing of all dogs and differs from the
For
Cattle
and Hogs the Ruling
former ordinance on this subject In
Market Prices Are Paid
that instead of the killing of the dog AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION
the animals will be impounded and
the owners held responsible for the
of the dogs.
At Columbus 4; Louisville 5.
The other ordinance was read for
At Indianapolis 3; Toledo 1.
on suggestion of the
time
the first
(Second game.)
county council of defense represented
At
Indianapolis 6; Toledo 3.
McRao. This ordinance
by Ixuis
At St. Paul 9; Kansas City i.
provides that every able bodied man
At Minneapolis 3; Milwaukee 0.
between the ages of 1 8 and 60 years
shall, during the period of the war,
7
engage in a useful occupation for a BLANCHE CARTER WINS
period of at least six hours during at
OHIO $3,000 PURSE AT
least five days of each calendar week.
Exception is made in the proposed
NORTH RANDALL TRACK
ordinance for students regularly attending Institutions of learning,
healthseekers wh are able to pay
(Y HORNINQ JOURNAL SPICIAL LIASIO WIM
their expenses and persons taking
Cleveland, O., July 10. Blanche
The rectheir customary vacation.
1917 half
ommendation that the ordinance be Carter, the queen of the Ohio-$ 3.000
milers,
the
adopted In the cities of the state came purse at captured
North
Randall
today. The
By
first from the state council of defense, winner was almost
through the Bernalillo council and looked in the betting. entirely ' overcommissioners.
them
to
the
through
After practically having the stake
It met with the approval of the comhis mercy, Wilkes Brewer broke
missioner, and will without doubt be at
several
yards rrom the wire Tn thel
adopted following the second and third heat.
1
third readings. The penalty provided
The second division of the Fasigl
for violation Is not more than a fine
went to the odds
of $100 or a jail sentence of not more
than ninety days with the provision on favorite Peter Vonia in straight
heats
a
after
battle
with Blitsie and
that during the Jail sentence the prisoner be allotted to 'street work and Ramco in each mile.
Binland took the 2:14 Class trot
bo given credit at $1 per day on his
In straight heats. Getting off in the
sentence.
lead he was never headed.
Grant Slmrt Saloon I.lcensos.
After losing .the first heat of the
Upon suggestion of an attorney it
was decided to grant short time sa- 2:12 trot to Sis Blng, an outsider in
loon licenses to those liquor dealers the betting, Chilcoot took the next
whose license expires during August. two and the race, being the third
With the entire state becoming dry favorite to score.
. V
MM
The 2:14 pace went to The ProbOctober 1 the provision was made for
O
in
tri
licenses
their
second
dealers
continue
choice,
straight
the
lem,
until that date.
heats. His victory was the ,easiest
In connection with the council of of the day. Baron Chan offering the
:
defense suggestions the matter of the only contention."
Gold
Silver
sale of liquor to soldiers and draft
Detroit.
to
recruits was discussed nt length. Conu i; "....
Coffey
A Wonderful - Opportunity
Deg Moines, la., July 10, Jack
plaints had reached 'the commission
To Lei Undo Sam Win
tha men who have just been drafted Coffey, veteran Western League
are called by the local board at 10 a. player and manager of the local team, The War And At The Same
A
i
,HH
TTif
t
mi
m. on the day they are to entrain and ttaa altrnaA
...... thn
o " ' .villi
Time Get Rid Of Odds
held In the city until evenlnsr or their cans for the remainder of this season
train time. During this period, it ils and will play second base, ne
And Ends Of Old
said, a large number of the draftees
The Western league
Silver And Gold Which
This matter is disbandedtonight.
become Intoxicated
Sunday.
to bo taken up with the local draft
You Can Exchange For
"
board through the council of defense1.
ji
. The Joy of Living.
A. letter from Governor
Llndsey reTo enjoy life we must have good
garding the use of liquor by the draft- health. No one can reasonably hope to
ed men and soldiers was read In which got much real pleasure out of life
that official asked that city official1 when his bowels are clogged a good
shall use every precaution to prevent share of the time and the poisons
the sale of liquor to drafted men. that should be expelled are absorbed
. and
Chief of Police Galusha reported that, into the system, producing headache
A few doses of
the liquor dealers of the city are care- and indigestion.
ful to refuse the sale of liquor to men Chamberlain's Tablets will move the
called for the army when they know bnwels, strengthen the digestion and
their identity, but said that many of give you a chance to realize the real
the men remove their Identification- Joy of living. Try It.
,
on, false
tags and purchase t liquor
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Some, he said, obtain their
pretenses.
Trading Post 4th
liquor throughA friends who purchase
Wright
strict watch Is to be
it for them.
and Gold has been placed in
maintained In this matter, v' V
Assistant Engineer Byers reported
charge of this by the War
Oils, Glass, Maithold Rooflm
that certain plumbers throughout, the Paints, and Building Paper.
Committee and will
Savings
of
the
In
the habit
cutting up
city are
LUMBEP return to you the full value
streets in laying pipes and drains and J. C. BALDRIDGE
then neglecting to properly close the
of the articles' in stamps.1
j
COMPANY
large ruts in the
openings, leaving
streets. He was Instruotefl by 'the
commissioners to elve this matter his
attention and force the plumbers to
properly grade, the fills they make
after laying pipes through the streets.
Numerous complaints of these openings have been made by the motorists
of the city and Byers was Instructed
to enforce the law to the limit In this
matter. " .The plumbers will be requir4SJ NOBTB FIRST STREET
,.
ed trf "waUjr tank" the fills,
The question of the patronage of
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July
was but ten days old, for the country
at large. He was followed by Chief
Justice William J. Mills. Hon. Thomas
Smith, the guest of the evening, closing the list of speakers. The speeches
were all well received ' and roundly

DEATH OF SMITH
RECALLS

OLDEN

applauded.

an officer shall Iiold over. If by common consent nd election were eniie.i
for two years, every stute and county
oincer :n new xuexieo would automatically hold over under the constitution and the end would be'attained
Moreover this plan would be much
PICK FLAWS
better than the liursuni idea as it
would eliminate all expense where his
plan not only would eliminate it but
would increase it.
would leave only two vacanPLAN cies,"That
the one n the senate and In
congress, and I believe that the governor could appoint Mr. Kail and Mr.
Walton to hold until there Is another
general election."
It is pointed out that the last parAttorney. General Patton and
agraph of Mr. Lucero' x statement Is
United stntejt senate
V Secretary of State Lucero untenable, as theheld
has repeatedly
that It will not
Give Views on Scheme to recognize the credentials of an appointment to fill a vacancy which Is
Do Away With Politics, ;
caused by tho failure of 'a state to
elect. Such appointments are valid
only In case of death or resignation.
Of the more than twenty precedents
SPECIAL CORMftPONDKHCK TO MORNING JOUKNAL1
Santa Ve, July 10". The proposal of of this kind, the most famous Is that
H. O. Bursum to hold a special ses- - of Matt Quay, the republican boss of
eirtrl nf t ho lpciqlii t u 10 nt iw tc.it A tht Pennsylvania. Quay was beaten after
franchise to soldiers out of the stute: (three terms by a deadlock in the
and "to adjourn politics" by doing Pennsylvania legislature In 1899. The
appointed him to fill the
away with the fall elections and per governor term
after the legislature
and county of unexpired
mining present
the senate refused to
ficers to hold over for another two adjourned but
vote of 32 to 33. if Mr.
years, has not met with a warm and seat hims by a were
carried. New Mexplan
enthusiastic reception on the part of a Lucero
would have one congressman and
number of state officials. The attor ico
two years.
senator
one
for
but
ney general regards the double-ba- r
'
reled proposition as "illogical and
fruitless" and the secretary of state LAS CRUCES TO GO
points out the utter unfeasibitity of
DRY ON AUGUST 1
me piun.
,
My attention has been called to
m MUNIHI JOURNAL rCIAL LIAttB Wlfttl
the recent article by Holm O. Bursum
wherein he proposes a plan for the
Las Cruces, M. M., July 10. Las
elimination of politics in
w Mexico Cruces will go dry AtiKust 1, it was
this year," said Attorney General announced here today when a statement by the town authorities was
Harry L. Patton
"As I read this nrtirle, Mr. Bursum "rnade public that all liquor licenses
proposes the culling of a special ses which had not expired would be re
sion of the legislature for two imr funded on a basis of the time yet re
poses; the first is to provide a method maining for them to run.
The- prohibition measure
was orfor the soldier to voe: the next is a
submission to such special session of dered because of the presence of more,
the legislature, of a constitutional than twenty soldiers at the A. and M.
amendment, which would change the college at Mesilla Park, near here.
term or ornce or state officers from The soldiers are being given intensive
two to four years. As the first propo training In mechanical work , to fit
them for service with various army
sition, ir. cursum says
"There is no expense too great n mechanical units In France.
snow oue appreciation to the heroos
wnose presence at the front is a guar
antee of peace, good will and perpet
AUSTRIA
ES
uai ireeeiom under the stnra nnd
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STATE

I

old-tim-

force-fulne-

-

FIVE

.

STATE OFFICERS

An FJoeuK'nt Speaker.
"Col. Thomas Smith has long been
known as one of the most eloquent
speakerse of this qountrv. Combining
the
southern fire of delivery
with a marevlous nicety and exactness
in the selection of language, disduin- ing pomposity of diction, and yet poetical Jn conception
and expression;
selecting always the word most Dreir- nant with his meaning, nor careless of
Passing of Former Chief Jus- apt
alliterations artful aid, clear cut
In thought, logical In
New
tice of the Territory of
arrangement,
convincing In argument, persuasive in
Mexico Revives Story of His appeal, overwhelming by the
of his conclusions; elegant in
Farewell Banquet.
manner, courteous in bearing, dignified In person Col. Thomas Smith is
the model orator In this day where
is fast becoming one of the
iificiiL cowimnNMi to Homim joumu oratory
lost arts.
Enst Las Vegas. N. M., July 10.
"Nor
is
It believed that in all his
The Lreas dlsDBtches announce the
either here or in his old Virdeath of Hon. Thomas Smith at his carer, home,
home In Warrenton, Va., on the Zith ginia more has Colonel Smith ever
happily himself, than he
of June last, at the age of 84 years. been
last evening. The presence of
From 1894 to 188, Judge' flmlth was was
the
over
bar
which he had so long
chief Justice of the territory of New
presided, the acclaim of the fellow
Mexico, and Judge of the fourth Judi- citizens
whom he has resided,
Las
amongst
in
resided
cial district court and
the knowledge that he was probably
Vegas, and many of the citizens of the
making his farewell utterance in fair
community will remember him.' He New
Mexico, the land of his- labors
from the bench pn February
and
his love, Inspired his genius and
" retired
25, 1898, and was succeeded by Judge
to fancy and force to
flight
William, J. Mills, who held the office gave
of chief Justice for twelve years fol- thought."The
swayed to every emolowing. When appointed by President tion of auditors
the
like trees in a
Mchunley, judge Mills was residing storm; and speaker,
when the address was
temporarily in New Haven, Conn. He ended the tables
had been emptied
returned to Las Vegas immediately and the
were,
delightful concourse
and took the oath, of office.. On the
upon the speaker to grasp'
night of February 26, 1898, a compli- pressing
his
or
in
enfold
hand
arms.
him
their
mentary banquet .was tendered to No
though then, of democrat or reJudge Kmith, at which':his successor, publican,
of north or south, of federal
Judge Mills, was also a guest. It was or confederate
record. All were bretha memorable occasion. The banquet
In the bonds of love, gathered into
ren
took place at the cafe of Clark & one
harmonious
Forsythe in East Las Vegas, familiar of a single person.whole by the genius
ly known in those days as "The
"The
are samples of the
Headquarters." The late Colonel M. style andfollowing
sentiment pervading the.
Brunswick and William E. Gortner, oration:
still a resident of Las Vegas, composed
"I have been animated by the
of the committee on entertainment.
maxim, Salus populis suprema lexes,
The banquet commenced at 9 o'clock and
If In vigorous adherence to this
ln the evening, and the morning sun
severthere has been
precept
was climbing over the mesa,
when the ity, the punishment hasseeming
not extended
last
had
"Dan
guest
taken
Rhodes", beyond the crime; nor has It exceeded
'
for home. The following Is a the
v hack
requirements in the interests of
report of the function, written at the society
against the con
time by one of the guests, and as it tinuanceforofprotection
offenses."
Ntripes. i heartily agree with Mr.
contains the closing remarks of "I accepted such
the ermine with the ex Bursum in this
sentiment; It is a pretChief Justice Smith, in bidding his alted
of
and
its
conception
obligations
sentiment and well expressed.
ty
farewell to his New Mexico friends we
If a single hair
and
occurs
to
responsibilities,
me
"It
that the
oeneve will prove Interesting to our of the sacred vestment has
appeared that the soldiers be allowedsuggestion
to vote
less white than the whole of the Ju- In connection with the
rest of Mr.
Never to lie Foreottcn F"vcnt.
dicial garment, I am not guilty, for 1 Bursum's plan, is
illogical and would
"The social function, of New Mex cannot conceive the thought even that be
fruitless. If the entire
ico ror many a year was the farewell offended the sensitive robe. I havf planabsolutely
be carried out the soldier would
TO LEAD
banquet given to Judge Thomas Smith endeavored to so wear the Judicial have- no choice and an election would
in this ci'y laRt evening, February 25, insignia that It would seem the toga of be futile.
exThen,
to
go
why
the
C
898. It was a
gathering of the peo- royal Justice; and If there has ap- pense of a special session of the legisple, Irrespective of party, politics, race peared In its folds even a wrinkle of lature to provide
for something that
or occupation an ovation of which wrong, I sorrow, for it was not In con- would be of no- avail?
any living man might Justly be sciousness of the wearer made,
The Second I'miuwiiinn
Rome. July JO. Austria has de
"I feel in myself the strength of a
proud.
"The second proposition urged Is clined
to
the German General
"The guests were: A. A. Jones, Wil- conscience serene in Its purity, and mat
ine consutut on he nmur,i,i Otto von accept
Below us commandor-In-chieliam E. Gortner, Redmond McDon- now that I am honored by your plaudthe
tenure
of office four years
of the forces on the Italian front
agh, rr. J. m. Cunningham, Frank its; now that I have your assurance making "i
in ism the voters of because Germany
refused
to send
Springer, John W. Zollars. Milliard that I have been faithful in the per- th s Btate cxpressad
their
views
upon twelve German divisions with him,
W. Brown, W. G. Haydon. Esequlel C. formance of the duties of my trust,'
anu
the
to
nuujpti
cnanged
I
hav
de Baca, Antonio Lucero,' Lewis C. now that you declare that
the newspaper Kpoca,
so that the term of stte nnrt according
which bases
statement on advices
Fort, F. A. Manzanares, Fred H. honored the position In the manner
officers hereafter shall be for from a Swiss the
source.
Pierce, Edward G. Murphy. William of the discharge of lta obligations, I county
or
rour
iwo
uiBieaa
years. Tho
B. Banker.
Max Nordhaus,
Ollie exult and in pride realize that I have ent state and county officers preswere
from
P.ome through
Dispatches
Earickson, H. W. Kelly, c. C. Gise descended from the bench, leaving elected by the neonle
with ihf. ..
as
7 said that
Immaculate
as
Paris on
sack
wool
John S. Clark, Edward Henry. Wil- the
Germany
vision
of
the constitution in view for Intended July
liam J. Mills. Charles Ilfeld Hilario though it were In Us virgin cleanli
three
sending
army corps to
erm or two years. I. for one
n.i.i
i
the
aid
of
ness,
to
Austria
bo
numero, wiiiian K. O'Learv, k
a plan which, contemplates an General Otto von Below as put under
"I know not whither fortune In Us oppose
commandHamblln, A. B. Smith. Walter O. Ben.
extension
of the term of office under er in chief on
she
be
the, Italian front.
Jamln, D. T. Hosklns. D. W. Condon, caprices may conduct me, but
i
circumstances.
or
as
from
... r.
ever
Zurich
the
excessive
genius
several days earlier
ruryine, ueorge T. Gould, E
suggested, under Sec- declared that General von
and be it that the stars of my tion"It 2hasof
had
.1S,F- R n'ey. O. A.
article XX, of ' the stave been, appointed commit rwlttBelow
rn ph f
Col. M. Brunswick, J. D. W.Larrazolo, future may be less lustrous than those
Veeder, that gem our canopy, there Is no constitution, and
the construction! mil mere nns been no official conAdln H. Whitmoru. A. M. Blackwell,
Col. M. H. Atlberger, Henry p.
power that can diminish the frequency P'uueii uiereon ny our supreme court firmation that such a change in comfondness of my heart's pulsations ficers ine present state and countv of- mand had been effected.
.
nnoaes and Joshua S. Coors,
Rav- - and
could hold over without an
iiuins. j ne menu was provided by B of attachment toonthis people. Wherelection
bosom
held
being
this fall. Such REORGANIZATION
the billowy
F. Forsythe, who, as a caterer, has no ever I mav drift
OF
your plan would have tho advantage over
superior In New Mexico. Superabund- of the river of time, I willthebe.mem8uKRestu
by Mr. Bursum In
.Lr
ant In quantity and unexcelled in friend, fondly cherishing
.
VEGAS
HOME
GUARD
""1
with you."
election would be held,
quality, every section and season was ories of; my association
The following named guests who at- the constiutlon would not be amendlaid under contribution to set forth
HAS BEEN COMPLETED
and
ed,
there
would be no necessity
the feast. Prof. Hand's orchestra dis- tainted this bannuet twenty years ago for a
loiri.io'who
have
session
special
of
tho
and
preceded
in Las Vegas
coursed delightful music as
happy in Judge Smith into the Great Beyond ture. Under such plan 'politics would IC1AL CO.M.roNOINCI TO MPKNIK. JOURNAL)
selection as it was artistic in
rendi- are: Redmond
East Ijis Vegns, N. .If., July 10.
McDonagh, John W. bo adjourned.'
tion. In every particular the material
W. Brown, Eziklal C.
Millard
"Notwithstanding Its superiority, I The L nsVegas home guard, as now
Zollars,
of
the banquet were beyond
parts
am
ManzaA.
likewise
F.
C.
de Baca, Lewis
Fort,
opposed to such plan' for constituted, Is commanded by a bankcriticism.
"" Heretofore stated- that er, a lawyer and a merchant." The old
nares, Fred H. Pierce, C. C. Gise. EdN Ui"K Set or Forma!.
home guard, which .had no, official
ward Henry. William J. Mills, Hilario tho present s.'ate anil countv.
ffin
There was nothing set or
in Romero, William E. O'Leary, Edward were elected for a
term of two years standing, was organized and captained
the "feast of reason and flow formal
of soul " L. Hamhlin, B. F. Forsythe, George T. uuu lucre is no
disposition on
purt by a printer, L. K. O'Kane. It has
by which the banquet was followed,
M.
Brunswick, A. ,M. to perpetuate myself In office my conGould, Col.
- been dissolved, and a new
but there was a unity of sentiment
by
guard forma Blackwell, Col. M. H. Allberger.
auiu.iunai amendment or otherwise.' ed.
E. J. McWenie is captain,
heartiness of good feltuv.hln
I.liccro
Diumam
Tlnn
Charles A. Spless, first lieutenant and
nothing could be added, and
SOCIALISTS HOLD UP
lnton'o Lucero, secretary of atate Hlpollto C. de Baca, second lieutenant
left nothing to be wished tnr which
i
C. Fort was
r,
Colonel Apolonlo A. Seryj of the govwith the
I do not think Mr. Bursum's
THE GERMAN BUDGET
prop, ernor's staff is first In command.
cnier justice on his riht and
curing
osition
is
a
feasible
one. He first
the Incoming chief lusticn n hi.
Among the men who have joined
proposes to Insist on giving tlfe
while before him stretched the long
m
the company are; M. M. Padgett, edinin jeumuu. pwcioi maris win)
vote
the
and
then
to
In
proposes
banquet table, beautifully decorated
July 10. Socialists
do away with this year's election so tor of the Optic; John Wi Harris,
wun American flags and flowers, the theCopenhagen,
of a bank; Dr. Frank H. H.
German relchstag says a dispatch that they would have
nothing to vote president
guests on either Bide. Colonel Fort from Berlin to the Politiken, took the on.
Roberts, president of the normal unimaae an excellent master nf th on
stand yesterday that they could not
and Ike
"Also his suggestion that a special versity; Charles Greenclay
his introductions being felicltious and vote for the budget until the new
session
a constitutional amend- Backarach, merchants.
pleasant. The speakers in their order German foreign secretary, In succes- ment to pass
Is
This
the
company
A,
first of
do
with a special elecwere o. A. Larrazolo,
for the bar sion to Dr. von Kuehlman, resigned, tion would beaway
fully as expensive If t eight similar organizations to be
George T. Gould for the press; Ed. had made his declaration of policy.
more so than to
election it- formed In the state. Adjutant General
ward Henry, for the citizens;! Red
In order to prevent the possibility self. And besides hold the
It Is altogether Baca was here to give the men the
mond McDonagh,
"
whose citizenship of the war loan bill being rejected the too late In the yearthat
for such action to necetsary ouths.
measure was then referred to the be taken.
main commitfee.
"In the main
the Idea Is all FORMER RESIDENT OF
Dr. von Kuehlmann, the. report right. We oughtperhaps
to do away with poLIFTOFF CORNS
Berlin
the
from
to
returned
says,
litical strife If we can but we can't
LAS VEGAS FIGHTING
army headquarters yesterday and ap- do It as Mr. Bursum would have us
The depu- do ft .
' WITH CANADIANS DIES
peared In the relchstag.
von
Freidrlch
FREEZONE IS MAGIC ties were Informed byvice
"If the people of the state: clearly
chancellor,!
Payer, the Imperial
Indicate, however, that
favor the (BPVCML eoRNt.PONOINCS 0 VORNIN JOURNAL!
that the foreign secretary .had re-- 1 present atate and county they
officers holdEast Las Vegas, N. M., July 10.
signed. A proposal was made that the ing over, there Is one method which
adjourn to enanie tne yari could be followed. The constitution Word has been received here of the
Costs few cents! Sore, touchy relchstag
the
situation ciearIy provides that, where his
ous parties to discuss
death of Cecil Pulce, who formerly
corns lift right off with :.
;
by. von Kuehlmann s reslgna- eeseoi. tg ne)ther eiccted or qualified resided in Las Vegas, but who has
"
tion.
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.Where Beauty Is
More Than

Black

Tread!

Red

Skin Deep

SideSi

'S

never
W1 wouldn't

saw a motorist who
admit that the Black
Tread and Red Sides combination in
Diamond Tires makes the .handsomest
tire equipment he ever saw.

I 0 ACCEPT

I
i

But we're nere to tell you that you can't
see the real beauty about Diamonds,
their husky strength and long mileage.
You read about it on your speedometer
after thousands of miles.

1

I

i

Take our "tip"! Try one Dfamondl It'll
cost you less than the average tire, and
before long, you'll want Diamonds "all

4

around".
i

Diamond Tubes don't deteriorate
while you carry them as "extras."
They hold their life for years.

-
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Wholesale Grocers

BELOW

ARMIES
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1
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lie-por- ts

aes-tin- y,
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SQUEEGENBRir TIRES

.

l

W

been serving with a 'Canudlan con of tho thickest
fights, and once was
tingent of the British army since the gassed. Recently he entered the avispring of 1915. Paice was a native of ation department ,nnd became a lieuLondon, and when the var broke out tenant, his commission 'having, been
was employed here in a garage as a issued a short time ago.
machinist. Many times he expressed
The notice of In ice's death cume In
.the desire to be fighting for his coun
a letter from his brothr to a friend
try, and In tho spring of 1915 he went here. It did nut slate tho manner In
to Canada and Joined the expeditionwhich he died, but his friends, knowary forces. Hck served through some ing his manly character and venture

some spirit, are inclined to believe
thut ho died in action.
Know 1'iilln at. Ilotildcr.
Boulder, Colo., July 10. Snow fell
here for a epmrter of an houi thla
morning, following u, cold rain last
night. This Is tho latest that a snow
fall has ever been recorded In the
town of Boulder.
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Kool Kloth Suits

$2.29 a Suit
One Lot of

Athletic Underwear
1 9c per Garment
Drop a little Freezone on an aching
corn, Instantly that corn atops hurting
then you lift it right out. It doesn't
hurt one bit, fes, magic!
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matter at the
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of Congreee of March 1, 1171.
Larger circulation than an? other paper
In Nw Mexico. The ' only paper, la New
Mexfoeliaued every day In the year.
I
TERMgGF SUBSCRIPTION:
carrier or by mall, one month., tea
Dally, by
T early, " la advance.
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. NOTICB TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Bubacrlbera ta the Journal when weltlnt
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to have their paper chanced to a new
muat ba aura to five the old addraea.
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Newepaper" Directory.
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WHAT'S THK GAME?

o

I'KK'K OF VICTORY.
In looking back through the chronicle of the world one sees that the
present is not the first time that a
great struggle for the domination of a
rare, religion or ideal has occurred,
nor la it the first time when the destiny of man and of the lives of tintild
millions for generations have been
fashioned upon the triumph or failure
of a cause.
..There is no better example of what
Germany vistory might mean than
u comparison of their ruthless efforts
at conquest with the time of the Turkish miliary power of the past'. Then
the Saracens attempted to trample
down and overrun he civilization of
the West. Nations were wiped out and
There
great countries devastated.
was
wretchedness and misery
throughout vast tracts for ages.' At
last the tide wasstemmed.
But supposing that tide had not been
stemmed. What a difference it would
have made for European civilization.
At this hour there Is a struggle With
an. ideal more material, more' sordid,
more brutal than almost any which
haw .been sought to be imposed upon
the world the Prussian military ideal,
with' its contempt for liberty, its con-

tempt for human right and its contempt for humanity. If it were to succeed civilization would be' .thrown
back .into the dungeon of the. past
to pay its
America is
price for victory. 'England, France
Italy and Belgium already have paid
a harrowing sum. But the total of human suffering which has been paid
.

and will be paid will not equal in
ue what we are defending today.

val-
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OF BETTER SIDEWALKS.
t '

t.

eye-so-

re

.

without sidewalks or properly constructed street crossings. . In some
places the Bldewalks have undergone
a sort of lipheavel, which with proper
construction In the first place should
not have, happened. These broken
and irregular walks are a menace 'to
pedestrians at night. Other streets
are also lacking In" proper walks and
,

'',

The construction of the walks

'

nd

1.601.28

Outside checks and other cash items
Fractional currency, nickles and cents- Coin and currency
,
Other assets, if any

,..

Total
Capital stock paid in

.

Tlllltf

,

.

surplus fund
I ndivided profits
Net amount due to ....i
National Banks
Individual deposits subject to check
Certificates of dennsir ,iu in
.v.
Certified checks
'.
Cashier's checks outstanding
State- . . .

ic

15,827. 02
113 .03

.

IIMKn

15,940.05
23,946.00
1,154.33

( $339,720.02
$

.

.!!."""' "
"

on'

50.000.00
693.30
968.62
575.37
129,545.56
24,723.31
5.55
1,050.21

'

.....,.....
.............

deposits
.
i
County deposits
Total of demand deposits. Items 27 "28 "29
'
30, 81, 32, 38, 34
'
190,043.55
Certitlcates of deposit
Other time deposits
Total of time deposits, Item's' Vs," 36,' '37.'
97,439.18

16,586.12
18,132.80

'.

icei- -

""

.'CmMy of B'e'rnali'no."

44,554.17
52,885.01

,3S9'720'02

'

' '

W. O. LOGAN, Vice President.
J. J. YRISARBI, Ass't Cashier.

Correct Attest:

PARK.

-

No man, woman,' or Child can live
work or prosper without occasional
,
outdoor recreation,
Most people have some favorite out
door recreation whenever
they can
find the time to enjoy It. The fami
ly that possesses an automobile, a war
garden, or a tennis court, is "well
heeled" in this respect.
But there are thousands of citizens
in Albuquerque who do not possess
these things. When they sally forth
of a Sunday morning,' in search of
a day of rest, they areconfronted with
the thrilling alternative of walking
the streets or riding a street car. It
Is a question of "where do we go from
here," to which there is no answer.
These people ought to have a big
public park for their Sunday walkFor the autoist such a park would toe
man afoot
highly desirable, but tor the
such a park is a necessity.
We have a few small parks the
best in the southwest as far as they
go but they do not go very far. They
are places to sit in, rather than to
walk in. There is an imperative need
for a really adequate park system.
From a purely business standpoint,
with
Albuquerque cannot afford to bo
out adequate parks. We have no war
industries to force people to come
here-lw- e'
have to persuade them to
come by giving them an attractive
are an
place to live. Public parks
essential means to this end.

POnTERFIELD,

A. L. MARTIN,

LOGAN,

Subscribed

and sworn to before me this 10th day of
July 1
JOHN VENABLE, Notary' Public
My commission expires Oct. 26, 1918.
'
rt'
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changed.
And bo we too, when we
to Castle Garden,
America,
inotherfs love, met us.x We left our
ratlierland ami here we found a motherland, for tenderly and lovingly she
gave us all and everything and is still
unchanged.
We hear it said, "Peace,
when there is no peace. We peace,"
hear it
said every day, "I wish this war was
over. ' How can you make
with
a wild beast? How can peace
you make
peace with serpents? How can you
treat with Insane people? That wild
beast must first be tamed, and those
serpents must have their heads cut
off. You cannot make peace w:th
that bunch. Russia wanted peace and
she got peace to be swallowed up by
She was not conquered
Germany.
alone by German steel, by German intrigue, German propaganda, not by
German might alone,, but by German
gold. She was sold out by Lenine and
Trotzky, Germany
them
promised
peace, no annexations and no Indemnity, and when the Russian army was
destroyed Germany grasped all Russia and made her sign a peace treaty
at the point of a pistol. This should
be a lesson to the Boclallsts. and the
pacifists and the nonpartisan leaguers,
the bolshevikl of America. When we
will make that government retrace
her steps and give back every foot of
that land. And we will
up those
peace treaties as a scrap of paper and

came

Lesson in Loyalty for

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

"

Americans

German-Bor- n

HOW DO THE PEOPLE LIKE IT?
'

The following address was recently the back side 'Toy to the order of Dr.
delivered by Mayor William Harm of JJ. Dernburg, Johan von Bernstorff,"
Bloomfield, Neb.; in several towns in and below, "Pay Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
that state. Its. appeal to true Amer- Dr. B. Dernburg." it is not the amount
icanism is one in which German born of money but the use that it was put
citizens will find the actual status of to by these unscrupulous men. Yes,
Gerni-inwe had a right in this war. And I
unreservedly laid tare.
Our government h:is sent me, not to wnnt to toll you that it was our war
criticize, nor to condemn anyone, but when the German legions crossed the
to bring to you a message of good will. Belgian frontier.
That government has been my friend
We cannot be neutral In this war.
for thirty-si- x
years and has helped mo We cannot be on the fence, we canto be whbt I am.
not wish in our heart that Germany
What, then, arc we 'flirhtlng? We should win. We must wish the denrofighting tho Hohcnznllern dynasty, struction of the German military mathe military rulers of Germany, tho chine.
This does not mean the
juniters anu tne German soldiers ab- crushing of Germany, but the freeing
n
solutely under the control of the
of the German people.
military staff. We are fighting
We swore that we would renounce
ing.
men
that
of
who
themgroup'
style
It is all tho harder because the in- selves "The German Government," the German emperor and the German
and that we would sup-pp- rt
creased rates come at n time whpn tho that groupi' of men are
for government
und defend this country against
cost of living has reached its highest the principle that might Isstanding
right, who
notch, and when every patriotic cit- r use the hand of blood and Iron, who all enemies, and we must be true to
claim they are divinely born, God our oath. I am not ashamed of my
izen is straining overy effort to
nor of the German boim citistamps and Liberty bonds and to ordained to rule. They claim thry are birth, but
I am bitterly ashamed of
In partnership with God, that iie is zens,
support the Bod Cross and every othmad
er war benevolence. Tho experience their helper in preparing for them to that group of men, who in their have
doesn't make the public very. ken rule the wholo world.
They claim ambition, in their insane desire, doA GERMAN PEACE FEELER.
out
for world power and
Every that the colnmon people, the rank and reached
for government ownership.
the people, are born to work minion and brought this horrible war
lime a traveler pays the additional filo of
..fnu- - lm. In rinn lltienlv to diSCilBS
I am ashamed of those
to
will
world.
nre
and
to
We
bo
if
the
obey.
fighting that
for his passage,
Georgyl 'heavyto toll
oferwn Btrrndlng for the princi- who have brought disgrace and shame
wrJfea
neace conditions,"'
think it over, he will kick him- group
stop
and holding views in contradistincupon tho Gertnan people that cunnot
self for failing to join in the protect ple
Bernhard, political editor of the
commercJ tion to the principle and views held be wiped out in a thousand year.
d
claims against the
he
adds
that
He
Zeitung.
and lived
by the American people
that all men
1 was born in Germany
commission.
are born free and equal. If the prin- there seventeen years, and I felt the
no official sanction for the terms
for
which
stand
should
ciple
a
i
uasis
a
as
win,
they
night. I had
SITCATIOX
of hunger many
HERE'S THE COAL in'the-Nitionthought acceptable
then, and In that case, the clock of pangs
since 1
own living e
to
make
Evans
my
discussions.
Walnwrlght
(J,
peace
progress will be turned back a thousr.
adc!d, ar.d I havo felt the
was
editor
Berlin
yeais
the
Business.)
is
because
and
It
years, darkness will cover the
e
whip. And then one day a
First, we are not going to na
earth and "brute force will again ruje Geniiuncame
mits at the outset that his proposals enough
from AmeiiCi, cud ihat
next winter.
'
coal
Itlal
world.
the
...
they
U sa i in part
li tics gave, nib nope.
havo no official sanction that
the supply will be enou.;n.
Second,
When
war
was
in
declared
1914,
run
; hiKo 'i
"vV ."n.ve so many ror ..
are worthy of notice. Anything in the to keep the people warm and tomore
round
Germany
so taar.y
sympathizers.
many
s.nd
from
a
war
tic
catt'e,
talk
roinv
emanating
nation
tne
bpslsno
The .German born citizens and those
nature of peace
more than we Can
tha
will
chickens,
and
hiifcs
isee,
administration
fuel
The
German
dcscent7in America had
the German, war office an4 approved coal is distributed to accomplish thai of
had not so much as
their sympathy with Germany. We count." Lo, we
discarded.
Then we came, hungry
chicken.
one
by it may he safely
a
was
that
d
Bern-harthought
fighting
Germany
came.
by
Third the preferred list issued :ihe
defensive war, but little by little, the and naked. I came and you
The proposed terms ot Herr
And the tab e was set.
l.verytnins
As it always does, has brought
With,
are in themselves visionary, and the war Industrie., board indfrates
consumers that It is of
and most of us, at this the country has given us, everything.
things to
while some of them might be accept- classes of
to supply,
iney time, knowlight
The German news Wo thought that we would come overbetter.
Importance
that
others
are
there
allies
oonsum
able to the
papers, many of them' bought by the to get a little more to eat, and, perwill get their coal. Other
all.
Some
at
Gorman government,
,.i,l not be considered
had poisoned hnna. in our O il ago, to get a muo
will have to take what is left.;
the of
the minds of their readers. Those pa- homo of our own, but not one of us
them will not got enough.
It is in the fact that men ofadmit
no- coal
for
v,o
of
onntilv
told then.that Germany was ever dreamed that we woum receive
T.i.,ti,
standing of Bernhard candidly
- , ;7tlr pers
win
fighting a defensive war, that we were all these blessings. It has been said
ror
mestlc
consumption
peace,
a
desire
of
the existence
citizens,
that
communities
fighting Kngland's and France's war. that we. tho German-hor- n
ter- in those
to
It was said that the n German
even at the sacrifice of conquered
bprn mn.io this country, but I want to tell
themselves now and arrangethat wait citizens
Coming
deand citizens of
ritory., that lies a h,opefu sign.
that Ood made this great country.
their coal in early. Those
with you
We did not bring tne opportuniuM.
on the heels of the von Kuehlmann do so at their peril. Community scent had a rightweto sympathize
war.
into
tbe
got
a that take active
WHfor Germany before,
did not bring tne privileges
Bpeech in the reichstag it indicates
but when 'we trot into the war they We
storage faeHttle
we did not bring this great, 'good gov
constrained but nevertheless unmis- building proper
for
could
no.
more
have
full
sympathy
tho
receive
coal will
They were a u nere, every
How could they change ernment,
takable move among the
AU w.Krgught was two
of the Fuel Admnl.trat.on Germany.
them.
of
one
over
the
been
had
poisoned, willinar bunds to.'wdrk
night? They
in Germany toward ending
andL. we did
was
had
told
been
that
coal
Germany
right
'"Fitth Tafwe produce enough
war without.
worft. And we are entitled to the fruit
beto
In
made
were
t
war.
this
They
railroads
for aU? Yes but the demanded
n lieve 'that wo should have stayed off of our labor and the American people
LIGHTLESS XUUITS.
the high seas and avoided war. They and the government are glad that we
hal allof the coal
the
at
and
country,
some parts
found themselves without foundation are here. They were glad that we are
y
e.,ua.
thinSs
all the
and helpless. They knew their duty doing well. We fled from tyranny and
The federal fuel administrator hag same time haul as Iron o.re, steel t
such
was to support '..America, but their oppression, and here,
kings-anannounced thjrt if may be necessary necessary,
wool lumber, food. guns. con -. heart cried out with sympathy for the
freemen.' There we had no opTh
two
father-hinlike
to euKall Albuquerque's
the
in
the
left
and
onoS
lights
they had
r. d dear
ship Plates,
portunity. There- were classes and
the output of coal,
Thev must know the truth. many of them. We stayed In our own
nights a week In the near future. Only tion will limit
is
That
fair.
should
it
have
of
They
play.
We" knew "our place and wA
class.
he supply
'omPBarSorth
lighting
and superfluous
display
whpt we American people stand ror. knew there was no- hope. Here every"
'
Particularly
'
is
would be affected.
And now our government
bringing
opened and the American
them half- door was
It has been said that a number of t'reUrroimfnep'roducrion.bu. them the truth, meeting
people have helped 'us And nrw4t
meet
their
governmust
and
Inway
they
comes to this, that the friend whoilias
light companies in the country,
ment h:ilf way.
rXt.yecartheig,row,ng flood
,'jf)
been our- friend All these years needs
on
cluding the one in Albuquerque, have
some
of
that
burden
took
money
the
the
They
orders
a friend. I say that the very founda'
been unable to make appreciable savyou good honest German born citisons, tion on jwhleh this
.Vreilronds
is growing
country Is builded
in the fullness of your hearts, gave In
"
ings in the daily cost of running their
T.nrn. in a nuisntu, whiclt
I got the carlv states of the European war, is shaken, and its very life Is at stake.
situation
coal
light
day
the,
the
of
sis
very privileges and opportunities
plants .notwithstanding
gave to be sent to relieve the suffer- The
meas
freedom which we have enjoyed
orphans in and
saving rule and other economy
ing of the widows an
In
are
peril, and that government
i.
Germany, took that money and used it
uies. " ...
our factories, to from which we fled IS again reaching!
eftb
to
burn
pav
the
spies
believe
to
that
seems
hard
It
bribe the German newspapers, used it out its hand to take them away from
forts of the fue administration have
to destroy us. The'' treasurer of the us. Now; what shall .we" dot! jShall
turned we bite the hand that feeds us? Shall
n
alliance
been futile. Perhaps! the fact that the
Mr Morto
coal as people wa n
we return evil for. good? No. We
check
much
over
were
nearlv
by
avenue
$00,000
Central
on
sreet lights
.,ftT
row explained
von Bernstorffi and he, In arc- going- to he true to the country.
men
king's
o'clock
yesterdaj
burning at ten
turn, turned these checks over; to Dr. Every dnjlsrf. that I hav$, this counBerhard TlernbuMr. Wha was fit the try has helped me '"make, and every
morning in competition with the sun
head of the German propaganda, as dollar they can have it they need it.
may have something to do with it.
the kaiser's agent.
It X give all and we.Win this war. with
for the very opportunities' and privileges
I have a draft in my pocket,
smooth
to
that
sent
$829.15.
which
I
and freedom t'hat'wft have. I can go
v
READY.
von
biri "
Bernstorff, out tomorrow and make It again. J
smiling
whatever
nanrt Just tongucd,
Bloom-monev clven !v the people of
know tha when every German-bor- n
When the first American soldiers,
field and vicinity, - to be sent' to the citizen knows that this is a righteous
taken captive by the Germans, ar far from the case last esr.
German Red Crass for the widows and war. he, too, will offer all and everyorphans of Germany, and the people thing. An angel was sent from heavrived at the German prison eamp at
t
told me that I should ,. forward., this en t6"Trlng from the earth the dear- -.
TNCOMPRKMK81111-(UetroiTuchel, In West Prussia, they found
Free' Press.)
money,' making sure tfiat it would go
thinir It could find, and it found
of food
360
packages
new
preachto the r cht ulace. I sal a mat i wouia
and It plcjted the flpwer, and
"How do you like, the
flower
Huns
If
the
man
Indeed,
I
In
that
No,
them.
any
my mind, thought
. the
awaiting
'
smile, oda little
foe Johan .nen it found
would
sirmons
ar;
could
be
It
trusted.
The
American
?r"Flne I think his.
didn't send that food!
von BernjitnrfY the German ambassa child, and it ptnqked the smile, and
you?.
dont
are
BlmPl"
icompVehenslb)e.
Red Cross did. That's how they
dor. nnrt I sent It ...to, honi.. telling rthen at, last It found, a mother's lcye
the rlsut and.took.lt aU.tf heavetu When u reto' see
him
that It reached
spending your money, the dollars you
.
,
- ,
classified
n . , .m. an 1.1 .... turned to,heaven, It fpund. tlat the
the
kTell
how
.
throusrn
it
ami
that's
iMiic?.
iwi
rifi wralR
ti.iciwi M.T,.,n
give to Red Cross,
that he received tho money with plea flower ,had; wilted .and. ahe smlleu of
Be
Journal.
may columns of Tbe
they will spend other dollars you
.
a
aHTatt. ImuH and would, forward It at unce.tin child had faded' away,, but' theI BUltS
'
naJ certain,
are qUlCK
give.
And h
tll arft(t un4 w read oninother't lov was still the sanit) un"
'
J.
,
-

L. A.

W. G.

t

(From Leslie's)

Wa nrn ll!lv!ndr rrii t
nnnnlH, nf
having an interstate Commerce Com
mission which for years stubbornly
refused to give the railroads tho limited advances they asked for, which
saw the railroads compelled to pay
higher woges and to submit to mounting costs for all equipment, yet with
strange fatuity refused them the necessary credit to increase their facilities. It was inevitable that tho
railroads would not be equal to the
tremendous traffic demands of the
war. Now that the government has
taken over the management tho pro- pie are made to pay with a vengeance
for all these years of railroad BaitVl

,

.

i

Ger-ma-

buy-wa-

te'

we will write another treaty based on
Justice end righteousness, for all nations, Russia and the common German people Included. That government knows that if they accept our
peace terms, that will mean the end
of them. Their ' people will then
awake. They w4U see what their
has led them into, that
are not fighting a defensive war; they
that
wo and the allies do not intend to
crush them. They will know the truth
ana tney will say to their government,
"Awny with you." If wo accept their
peace terms, and they, would gladly
give us peace, restore Belgium and
France, all except Russia, it would
mean that we lost this war, that our
country be turned into a military
camp and our little ones would have
to go into another war more terrible
than the present wan The German
people would still be slaves to their
If they should' come
government.
over here, we would be stripped of
every dollar, and we German born citizens would be counted as traitors because we did not help that government. They would put princes over
here, put 'soldiers behind them and we
would be slaves. Do not suppose that
they would be more merciful to us
than they havo been to Belgium an
northern France? That government
knows no mercy,' no compassion and
nt
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cool comfort of
the Electric iron can't
be tdld in words

te

f

what happen
any of the.
thousands of housewives who
.'""Use them!
'.
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ELECTRIC COMPANY
.'.. e

1
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i

"iron;-wherev-

-

4

"

Then you
it's mostconvehient
and comfortable right by the window, on the
porch, 'upstairs or down". Get through in a'
fraction of the time and jdo much better work.

t

.1

"

.'

the eye of a woman who i3
slcfc and tird, .of the old sad iron and a hot,
stuffy Jiitchen on a summer's day?,
Listen yoqr troubles are. ove- r- You phoneus
we deliyer you the Electric Iron whenever
you say right away.

luv

ten-pou-

(

Does this

.

German-America-

-

Just make the proposition ,to
wproan who use an Eleo
afy Iron
to take it away. See
trie.'

.

'

,

But try this:

1

can-no-

-

A citjkof peautifulVhomes, modern
ideas and many metropolitan Improvements, Albuquerque has one
which 1b noticed by visitors. anc which
tends to discount its better qualtes.
That Is our sidewalks.
Many of the sidewalks are of pool
(construction. Others are worn ou4
and present, a rough surface. Such
a condition is not a credit to a city the
v '
size of Albuquerque.
are
On. Central avenue, there
speces

I

In the Stiye of New Mexico, at the dose of business on
.turn; Sinn, ivih.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts (except those shown pn (b) ...
462.70
Total Loans
225,462.70
S.
U.
U. S. bonds pledged to secure
deposits.
lo.oon.
U. S. bonds owned and unpledged
- .11,000.
r.
Total U. S. bonds
21,000.00
Securities, other than U. S. bonds (not including
stocks) owned unpledged)
5,256.10
Total Bonds, Securities, etc....'.
5,256.10
Furniture and fixtures
. .
; . .
8,421.42
Net amount due from National Banks
12,119.
Net amount due from reserve banks..'
10.376.
22,489.99
Net .amount due from banks and bankers (other
than Included in 10'or 11)
w.
A14,448.1B
Other checks on banks In the same city or town '

.

XICF.l) OF A

'-

at Albuquerque,

i

year,"

'

.-

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico

"Albuquerque needs sldcwnik
struction and sidewalk repair veiy
badly. 'Many ordinances ordering in
sidewalks have been passed by previous administrations but 'never en
forced to any extent. People, of their
own volition, do not seem to want to
build sidewalks unless their neighbors do, and as a result, iu the ab
sence of action on the ordinances, the
sidewalk improvement in Aluuquer- que doesnot amount' to' much, and
this is one of the things which does
not work for a good reputation as a
city.
"I have previously discussed this
situation with you, and the conclusion
was reached that at' present on ac
count of war conditions no Jarge
amount of sidewalk work snoum ne
ordered in, but it was agreed that
specific cases of new constructiBn,
where badly needed, should be handled, and that repair of existing sidewalks should proceed at once. We
are planning to' act in accordance
with this policy.

r 'Notwttnstanuing me general

Holm O. Bursum has come out in
favor of calling a special Bession of
tho. legislature:" for
the purpose or
(passing a law' to legalize the votes of
soldiers, no matter where they are located outside the state of New Mexico.
Is'o patriotic citizen of the state is going to take issue with him on this
proposition, for, as ho states", if our
soldiers are good enough to bare their
breasts to Hun bullets they are good
enough to vote, no matter where they
are located.
But in the same article 'advocating
a special session of the legislature he
proposes that a constitutional amendment be submitted to the people
which, if it carries, would do away
with an election this year and, allow
the present officers to continue to
hold over for another term.
If we are to do away with an election this year, as Mr. Burstim would
like to have Us do, whaOs the uss of
having a law permitting soldiers to
vote? In fact,. what would there be for
'
thorn to vote on?
What's the game, anyhow?
The Journal wishes it distinctly
that It is not opposing the
extension of the elective franchise to
Uie brave boys who have rallied to
their country's call, neither is it
foster upon the people a political cuinpuign while the war is on. But
the proposal to give our soldiers the
tight to vote and in almost the same
breath to advocate not holding an
election this fall is illogical and

crossings, Tv

"

No. 37.

Report of Condition of

ing many Individual property owners
with con
JULY H, 1918 are making arrangements
tractors to have sidewalks put in this

THURSDAY

JyEEl

'?rhE;6cTOPUs

in fact, all cement v?ork, is governed
by a city ordinance. Hegardlea
laws the property owner' shou'u taki
enough pride' in his home to .'ace it
with proper; walks.
The following extract from a leport
of City Manager Paul G. Itedir.gton
throws light on the sltuut'ion and
promises some relief from this con
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BRISK SELLING

:

(2,000.
frame, ' modern, 2
sleeping porches, completely furnished, si'ttable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd
ward.
$2,D00.
frame, bath etc.,
Bleeping porch, line shade trees, cement biock garage, good barn; completely furnished: 4th. ward.
$2,800.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow in
$2,500.
University Heights, modern, fire-place.
2 story brick res$A,bO.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
'
4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
hardwood floors, garage;
' modern,
Highlands, close in.

Modern Furnlahi,l Flat E. Central
W.iilern Fiirniahed House E.
rnofn Fmnlsheil House. E.
(?ontral, 2".0.
Central, $35.00.
rnfurnlahed House.
.
Furnace and Range, (30 DO.
J

SO.

A.IU' MAETIN

-

V

Phone

158.

.

dullness prevailed during the greater
of today's stock market session,
but the final hour was enlivened by
an active selling: movement, with
numerous net. losses.
United States Steel and relatod Industrials, as well as shippings and
various specialties were carried down
in the sharp decline.
Standard rails were at their best In
the later dealings but forfeited their
d
moderate gains with many of the
transportations.
The cost of new corporate financing
was emphasized, by reports that the
forthcoming issue of Bethlehem Steel
notes would be offered at a 7 per cent
basis exclusive of the syndicate's commission.
These and other adverse
conditions were partly discounted by
t,
the United States Steel June
showing an increase of almost
600,000 tons in unfilled orders, the
first gain since last January.
Sales amounted to 310,000 shares.
Bonds were steady on light trading,
partial recovliberty Issues making setback.
Sales,
eries from their early
par value, aggregated $4,750,000.. unOld United States bonds were

(.V

part

state-men-

changed. ,
'
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar . . . . , 4,. . . 70
8
4
.. .
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 78
,96
American Tel. & Tel
..
l8l
American Zinc
67 V
Anaconda Copper
,
Atchisonj
&
$
Ohio
Baltimore

Butte

Superior
Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Oh!o

cent; cables,
Rnr Hllver.

Northern Pacific ,'. ,
Pennsylvania

Copper
Iljiy Consolidated
Readina- - .
Steel
&
Republic Iron
Southern Pacific
Koutnern' Railway!
Texas Company
Union racif ic . .".'J
U. 8, Industrial Alcohol
United State Steel,

.

'

Inn n n

1 1

Call money

Strong. High, 6 per
per cent; rutins rate, 6
per cent; closing bid, 5
per cent;
offered at 6 per cent; last loan, 6 per

rem;, uiw,

-

,

-- CLUB

OF

LEftDS"

TEN INDICTMENTS

t

cent,

mr

M'AV YORK METAL.

New York, July, 10. Lcad-r-U- n
changed
Spot, $8.05.
Spelter Unchanged. East St. Louis
aeiivery, Bpot 5.duB)8.b&.

!"

15
Erie .
Great Northern Oro Ctfs...... . 32
0
Great Northern pfd
55Inspiration Copper Ctfs
WIS
Int. Mer. Marino Pfd.
33
Kennecott Copper

................
Montana Power''
New York Central .............

.'

Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds, steady.-.Railroad bonds,I." steady.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

46
66
31

LoutsviHo' & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
MissoyrI Pacific ,

nnc

lUGlGlESIS

per cent.

NEW YORK COTTON.

66
43
33-

4.76

Top. $17.00; bulk, $16.75

MORNINS JOURNAL

S.ICIAI. LSASIO WtRKJ

Chicago, July 10. Ten waiters and
officials of the waiters' union were
Indicted by the grand Jury today as R
result of investigation that patrons of
hotel dining rooms and reqturants,'
who had slighted waiters In giving
"tips" had been drugged with "Mickey
Finn" powders.
were voted last
The Indictments
Monday and returned today.. Conspiracy to do bodily harm and conspiracy
to injure the public health by administering the powders,, which were commonly known to the medical profession us
emetic, was charged.
W. Stuart Voon, alleged manufacturer of the powders was among the
Indicted. Letters order.ng the powders from Wood will be turned over
to agenjs of the federal government.
Among thtBe was one written on stationery of Waiters'1 Union Local 19,
Kansas City, Mo.
1010 Walnut
'.'O. C.
Heselbaum,
street, secretary."
There were many other requests.

CliiiBgo Livestock.
Chicago, July 10. Cattle Receipts
7.000. Best steers steady t to fetrong;
others and butcher stock strong to
Beef
hlghn.r.; calves stead;' to strong.
cattle, good, .choice and prime," $16.65
ft) 1 8. 1 0 ; common and medium,
$7.75
16.65; butcher stock, cows Rnd heifers, 8.15ifiil4.75; canncrs and cutters,
$7.158.15; storkeis end feeders,
good, choice and fancy, $10.40KM3.nO;
common and medium, $8.00ifi10.40; ELEPHANT
vnl calves, good and choice, $16.25ffc

DAM

BUTTE

SHOWING ITS WORTH
17.00.
116
j
.
99 4
Hogs Receipts 17.000. Good hogs
29
mostly 15c hlsher than yesterday's
WV MORNtNO
JOURNAU SfCCIAL LIASKD WIRI)
23
close.. Bulk M sales, 116. 65i) 17.35;
Butie, N. M., July 10.- -?
Elephant
66
butchers. $17. 00(917. 40;
packing. Foi; the first time soiue the Ulephant
72
$16,30)16,95;. light,, $16.900117.45: Butt,e dam was completed,' water U
87 14 rniii-- h,
$15.0016.25;
pis, $16.25
ueing drawn irom inu renormir untik
.
44
16.60.
dam for Irrigating lands in
24
Lamhs of theMexico
6.000.
Sheep
Receipts
Texas in
1

92
84
24

:

'

...........

One

'.

..'..

live-roo-

.

$44.40;, Sept.,

PorkJuly,

July, $26.17; Kept,
July. $24.15; Sept.,

Ribs

$44.92.-Lar-

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago,

unchanged.

July

Market

Erers

14.625 cases.

10.

d

$26.17
$24.65.

Market

unsettled.

-

!

Receipts

3738c;
36(ft36c! at mark,
Firsts.

nary firsts,
included. 34PJ7C

ordi-

cases

''; ,
Potatoes Jiigner. neceipis nz cam.
Oklahoma
Arkansas and
Louisiana.
.
i nln.nha
to a fl o on mama
white, $2.502.80; California .white,
$3.O03.10; California red, $3.J5(ff
8 26;
barrels, $6.50 6.75;
Virginia
North Carolina barrels, $5.50 6.00.
v
Poultry Alive,, unchanged,
?i

.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

tter
Kansas City. July
'
unchanged.
poultry
. Eggs
Firsts, 3$c; seconda,
lO.r-Bu-

-

,

80c.

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, July, 10. Mercantile pamonths.
per eent;
per, four and-fll- x
4.72
por cent;
sterling 60 day bills, hills
on
commerclal 60 day
4.72 per cent; commercial 60 day bills,
4.71
per cent: demand, 4.758 per

aMlMar

m

;

tmr

j

tf

tar. Mut
write)
and IaV
kn.kl.l t
aepssdeavo." .It wUloost
b;
without
u
aeut

e,

t

JBconomy nd
os6rtod
httf
III ivamv t. Mntav. thf
IlrKt

no consideratlori (or humanity. 1 riad
my neck under the yoke of the
and I cannot s.nd I will
not put it. under that yoke Again: No,
there Is only one way, and that Is we
must fight it out now.. It is for the
American people to ,yvln this war.
And now you ask me, "Wat will
It cost us?" and 1 want to .tell you.
Not alone money will win this war. It
will mean
toil and struKgle. If you want to Pay
in Installments, a little next month
and a llttjc next yer. It will mean o
many more boys a,ritl so jnuch more
But,
you are willing tosuffering.
day to make every sacrifice, then It
will take so. many less boys, so muctj
less suffering. Il.'ypa grudgirtrly, unwillingly
give,' if: yon ;.say the
government, wants
.my. boy, if
you say, "The - government wants
want
to tell you
my money,",
that that would y lose this war,
If you say to your boy,, f'Go, my boy,
this is the most lgtiteous causa that
was ever fought for," and bid him
godspeed, and tell your government
'Here is my money,' evry 'dollar of
Itj if ybu need It," and then you say,
'1 will stand behind the soldiers and
I will work for them'jHid I will flghf
for them, and I wll tfv .for them, arid
I will work niKht; uid day for them
if need be, and I will make every sa
crifice." That and that alone wIU wtn
thin wr.
self-deni-
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from" Page Six.)
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high-grad-

CUTTY

HEAiHT

&

For Sale,

MWte

118 West Gold Ave.
Have a nice lino of Furniture
Several gas plates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd .hand furniture.

mi

Phone

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handlo. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

'

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. WILSON
. . AUonsey
Rooms II, IT and
Cromwell BalMtn
Phone 1171

u

KOKEF
Attorneys at Ijkn
Suite I. Law Ulirary Building
DENTIST
DM.
. JE. KRAFT
,
Uental Hurgeoa
Aoomg
FSo
Barnett Building
, Appointment
Made by Mail
BODEV

af.coM,,

Dentist
Ttoon--e
1
Metlnl Building
rHVBlCIANR Alin MtROEONF
VI. T. Ml lil-IIM. p.
lWllce lJmlted to Tuherruloela Wright
building; opposite postofflce. Office hourtt,
10 to 13 a. m., S to I p. m. Phone, office
397-' '
reshleitee n!li-.-

lL

lK.

MAKOAKKT

O.

AKTWK1UMT

P met Ice Limited to Wemea's aael

OkU-rtre-

Diseases

ll!S
Central phone 7t, Albuejoerejae,
DBS. Ti l l,
RAKKH

W.

kf

limited to Fye, Kar, Kejae) am
,. THROAT
Office Tloura: II to It:
mate National Bank Building '
DR. SARAH COKKB
Practice Limited to Children.'
Office Rooms 1 and 1. Wright Bldg
Fourth and Oold.
Hours t p. m. to I p. m.
Residence Phone 3075.
Office Phone lit
Practice

FOR 8AU9
stage Centrifugal pump and
mnlor. With pressure copiroL Apply D. Weinman, care Economist.

Iter

ONE

Miscefteuieou.

For RentRoome With Board.

.

Style No. i, in first class
Cheap.

our care will
jOo per gallon.
'improve from year to year. We can put o
long aa the
new roof that will last
U0I-building. The Mansano Co. . Phone
. .
ilO South Walnut.
ERIE carbon root paint ana roof cement
Wevoe
stops leaks; lasts five yeare. Uae
Jap-a-laready paint, floor paint, Valspar,
cold water kalsomlne, ftnd be satlafled.
Tboe. F. Kelehor, 401 W. Central. Phone 410.

the

OR RBNT In Highlands near 'University
car line, new
modern furnished
bungalow. Rent very reasonable.. . Phone

FOR SALE

rINT
under

I4.F.

adobe

six-roo- m

Underwood Typewriter

m
.BuI;h
SALE Praollcall.
Lomb engineers iranslt. 100. P. ,0. Boa
.
llB. Sprlnger Vjjf
j5otr HALE Three pool inbles and fixtures;
also set of bar fixtures; cheap. A.
Slegner, Olovl. .N. M.
upright, piano,
Foil KALE High-grad- e
UMed. cost $400,
.Itvhtl
i.....
will take 100 cash. Box 34, care ot Journal.
twentieth
FOR SALE Man's bicycle; set of
e
pound
century encyclopedlaa,' twenty-fivlliSl-Phone
00
Lead.
West
refrigerator.
one
dounl
FOR SALE Single buggy,
aeated buggy, one cart, two aete alnglf
harness, one heavy, one' spring wagon or
surrey pole. 620 North Second.
AOOF
Roof

A

house in Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address P. O.
Box, 3C, Old Abuquerque. N. M.'

FOR

Dwelling.

','

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Alfalfa. Phone JH03-F2- .
"
FO R 1 E N T H a r n a n d garage. Phone 1808.
Mtrpuutcr, tall
WANTED If you nee
J. S. Uuiilng. phone 10M-DavidFOR KAI.E Twin cylinder Hailey
son motor cycle. Plwine 10M-J- .
nd
washed
i.ace curtalna
WANTED
'
stretched, S5o per pair. Phone 601.

WANTEI

409.

Mcelianeou.

FOR SALfc

asasssssssstjesaarsr eg m to
picnic and flshlii
SPECIAL rates inado
ivts-J- .
Cair
parties.
WANTED Atonce second hand furnltu or
and kitchen utennis; also coos, siov.
1
range. Phone 21U6-- J
sr.oo at K tier cent on first
'
W.
double.
worth
estate,
mortgage real
Metcalf, 3H West Oold
WANTED Piano player at F. W. Won
' worth Co. Must be good eight roader. A
ply Mr. Marsh. F. W. Wool worth Co.
FOR RENT
FOR SALE Beautltui Mpouoer sweet peas,
AortDu
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted colore
7Ko ner hundred.
Order In ndvance, Rio
FOR RENT Four room flat, furnished. 400 Grande Iridustrlnl Sehoo:. phono
313 South'
North ' Third. Modern,
Inquire
'
mRjue'ht cash pKire paid fob junk,
.
A
First.
CO.i
BY
boutu western19. JUNK
we also
Boutli.
114 WEST
vhone
lead,
FOR RENT Beven-rdon- v
house, furnished. BI'T QUO AUTOS.
wxNTED-8ee,nd-and boya'
6:'J North Fourth. See Frank Trotter.
nd
men's
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also tiunke
OU RENT One. furnished lour.room Jioutie
call sis. umoago eeoonu
408 South Keventh. Apply at 214 West and suit cases,
Gold. Also four-roounfurnished house at hand ttore, 117 Bonth First
r
411 South Seventh.
W.000
WANTED
bags. Pay from to to lo
ach. ' (M tons scrap Iron. Pay from
'Hlghtana.
to Ms' ter lb.: Patrlntlo duty. St. I.ouls
tiouse with bath. Junk CO., 4W south Flrsi street.
FOR RENT Three-roonone so.
1307
Edith.
at
rteuth
Inquire
WASTKD-'aref- ul
kodak finishing by masFOR-RESeairahlv
anudera
rocnj.
Twice dally service.
ter nhotogranh.rs.
furnished cottage. ' Phone 21W-fend
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed,
-R
firm,
BNT
Fwrn Ished ' tworoom cottage your finishing to a reliable, eetabllslri-FOrtA
with sleeping porch. J02I South Walter.
Manna, maaler oholenrsphers.
ilanna
FOR itBN'S Four-roohouse two glared
!n porches. Water jmA, I4. Phone IlizJ-J- .
A MAN going 'by auto to Flagstaff and
Crand Canyon, has room for two or three
FOR RENT Three-mofurnished cottage.
willing to pay part expenses. Address O. C.
Inquire 1T Bouth Broadway. Phone tlM-- J:
cars
Journal,
FOR RENT Furnished
hiingalow;
sleeping porch on oar line. 1117 Boutli
Arno.
FOR Rent

Mpsinp, N.M.

LOAN CO

The Star Furniture Co.

Room.

Furnished four-roohouse wltn
sleeping porch, light' nd water paid, 117
Arno.
month.
South
)44l
jvaur In city per
lltnlu, l. SO per month' la ftdtaoee,
cottage furn-Isheuit KBT
Phone ilft-.
Bleeping porohes. 1400 Houth High
street. City Realty Co., Phone 7711. .
CHIROPODIST.
threo roome
with large sleeping porch, furnished.
counJ "iTr( 7vTXvtTi4iMiem
123
671,
East Central.
Inquire
out pain or scorencas. 'Buniuns treated. Phone
turnlshiid fraiyoiTEasi
Arch supporter miirte to fit your feet. Will it) iili BIS
oar
.usre,
lo fitMaior- venirat
convenient
be Ihsre until July 15th. C. E. Chase, (109 2
luins. TUaxton 4t Co., Third and 'ol1.
,,.-Wpst Central. Phone eS4.
FOR RENT Furolaliea
cottage, modern.
li,..ei . linrhttB! JTnlv.r.llw onir lines.
I'hone 381, mornings.' 1(24 Bast Central.
LESSON IN LOYALTY
tytt itkN'i' jweeiiruom, 4wo
nnlrn bungalow.
Oompletely furnishes;
porohes; desirable neighborhood. Call 114 Houth Cedar.
UhHMAN
.
FOR RENT- - -- House Ip" itlghUnils. four- AMERICANS HERE room bungalow, furnished: trlntaed In
sleeping pqroh; also garage; Cal 1207 East
Y'--

)

Butter

FOR RENT

llenoah

-

1.58V4-Oat-

;

i",it on north third
North.
;
street. Return to 207 North Fifth treet
KOK
RENT Two furnished rooms for
reward.
1692.
Thono
and recelya
housekeeping, til West Silver.
FOR RENT Moaera nunisnso rooms; no
FOUND.
West Central.
slckj running water.
FOUND Laulea marahau
collar. Owner FOB REM I Booms ra o, week, bath;
same
by paying for this add and summer rates: no sick; over Golden Bute
car, have
istore.
tailing 21.
Batween Mountain Itoad and 4th FOR HEN T Large, well ventilated bed
LOST
Ward achool, pair gold framt apectaclca,
room. '213 North
Fifth street. Phone
Phone 663 and
19IIJ-ruwaid.
iWJ GRANDE HOTBLr Itoolns and npart,-meht- a,
HELP WANTED.
(19 West Central. Mrs, Richard
West. I'roprltreae.
clean rooms:
IMPERIAL, KOoMti Nir
ratea by day or week; over VVoolworth'a,
work
WANTED Mall
garden.
West
Central.
Fore star.'
RBNT Nicely furnished outside rooms
Meft for well wgrfc. J. F. WnUi. FOR
WANTEI
,
by the week or month; also furnished room
416 Copper
lug-,,
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner
WANTKU
Mai:liliili. Albuquerque Foun- Flrat mt TIJeras. .
. s.
dry and Machlno Worka.
Soutti.
WANTliiJ ShiitpTnft clericT" Aibuquerque
FOR RENT Furnished room 111 West SilFoundry and Machine Worka.
no
no
children.
ver!
sick,
auto
mechanic.
WANTED Wrst-claa- s
FOll KENT Nicely furniiiied bediooh at
Demlng Ice Cream Factory.
S2.S5
week, fall at 408 West I fad.
per
farm hand. Rio Orange
'
WANTED A
FOR'
front bed
Induatrlal' School. Phone S408-FSouth
sioM In. Phone 1431-tai
rami
to
K.
WASTED llunky boy
change tlrea.
Fifth. E. ailar. iCorner Fltth and c'entral.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms 122
WANTED A milker; an. a rarm hanT A p.
West lead. Inquire at residence or at the
ply Beiemek'a pal ry. 1 80 North Fourth, Eraood Bakery.
W.VXTEDicecream maker; good nalury FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
to eaperienceVfr.: man. Ueniing ice Cream
housekeeping." Coal store and gas. 724
outh Second.
Factory.
WANTED Caipentera $4.23 to I.', per day. FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
.borer 2.60 to 13.90 per day. 40 labor-er- a sleeping porch, first class board next
for Oklahoma, at once. Employment 110 door, cot West Gold,
South Third. Phone 354.
FOR RENT Two large airy rooms nicely
WANTED At once an experienced .a!e-ma- n
furnished for housekeeping; modern
for general store who can apeak
ll West Coal.
3panleh fluently. Alao a bookkeeper. Do not FOR RENT
one-rooFurnish
house,
apply unleaa you have had .practical exwith
canvass
sleeping pnroh, light and waperience and know that you can hold a re- ter p a
t
in
full
diftOj perjnon
particulars
sponsible ppattlun. Lilvo
first letter at to exonrience OJid salary
Hlgdy
Co., Grants.
wanted. Address
m south
FOR RBNT Furnished rsoma.
M.
Walter. Phen JOJ.
etnare.
FOR RENT
Furnished room, gentleman
Mecca
W ANTED Experienced
waltreas.
preferred. 101 Bouth Walter.
Cafe.
RENT Large room with aleepln
FOR
WANTED Woman "coolf. Albuquerque Sanporch; Ideal for two. UK East Central.
atorium.
Foil KENT Largo 'furnished front room.
WANTED- - Compelunt
saleswoman,
Well gentleman prefored. 107 Kuulli Wal4
Economist.
ter.
WANTED--Experlenc- ed
seamstress at wiico. KOK RUNT
Rooms luruislied lur
318 West Silver.
large sleeping porch. 110 South
WANTED Olrl for chamber work and wait Walnut.
FOR' RUNT Itojma with sleeping porch
table. 602 Koutli Arno.
with or without board. Phone 671. 1134
WANTED Olff for general housework. Ap-Sl-lr
'
East Central.
mornings. 814. West Marquette.
RENT Two rooms, modern furnished
FOR
WOMAN
For general housework; no eook.
for light housekeeping. US.oO. Call 711
Ing. Address Bo
3, Albuquerque.
TJcll
or Phone UTJ-East
WANTED Female cook for hoarding house,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
good pay; fare paid, w, B. Brown Mar
With bath, near boarding houpo. To em
shall, Madrid, N. M.
party, lady preferred, no tick. 415
references. ployed
WANTED- - Stenographer,
good
Mouth Walter.
Apply Berthnld tipltz. 314 Well Quid,' be- FOR RENT Rooms and
sleeping porcnes
tween 11:30 a. m. and 12 m.
close to good boarding house; also light
TELEGRAPHY. Stenography, Bookkeeping, housekeeping. Ice and telephone. Ill South
Board, room and tuition may be earned
Walter.
Mackay Bualneaa Colleges, Los Angeles sod
General, Fresno,
mouern
rurniehed
FOR UciNT Nicely
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1778.
BUSINESS CHANCES.

.

EVERETT TRUE

& CO.

THIRD AND GOLD.

1

"

blue aery

I

,

T1MTT0N

,

'

,

'

V

Extensive Cattle or Sheep Ranch controlling 200,000
acres of grazing range under fence, located in Eastern
Arizona. Watered by several running springs. Range
consists of deeded, homestead and leased lands. 30,000
head of sheep or 8,000 head of cattle can be ranged
through year.
e
cattle to be sold with ranch.
3,500 head
Best stock' proposition in Southwest. Apply,

:E.iiiE

and
New
greater
strong to hlsher. Best natives. $19.00; quantities than is flowing in;o
the
no rano lambs here; sheep mostly reservoir
uranae.
me
Klo
the
from
Vfr
steady.
reason given for this by reclamation
service engineers is the shortage of
150
Kansas City Livestock.
snow .and rainfall from the upper
1 22
Kansas City, July 10. Cattle Re- reaches of the Kio Grande.
123
ceipts' 11.000. Market strong: Prime
It was announced at the. dam today
10ii
fed steers. $17.50iH1.3.r; dressed beef that, if the impounding dam was not
I ....... . 82
steers.
western
Utah Copper
$1 3.00
steers,
17.25;
In existence, farmers in the valley be- FOR RENT Two buildings at Seventh end
:.: .c
vi u;
t.u
cows,
$7.0013.00: low would not l5 receiving a drop of General Avenue." Apply to J. E. Killer,
$10.50015.60;
stockers
and water for
8.00(f(i15.00;
agent.
heifers,
jCUiOAGO BOAIU) Of? TRADE.'
irrigation purposes.
feeders, $7.5014.00; calves, $8.00g!
'
FOR BALE A small profitable
business.
tem15.00.
'
Cully equlppel, suitable for either man or
"Chicago, July 10.TT,Sjabnbrmal
EMERY IN BERLIN;
1 176.00. For
belt
corn
can
11,000.
Market
be
had
for
.
the
woman,
Hogs
Receipts
particu
peratures throughout,
lars, appty at 7tiz west iron
more than offset In the corn market steady, higher. BuHc, $16.95 B 17.1 5;
IS IN GOOD HEALTH FOR
;
SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
heavy, $17.0017.25: light, $16.85
today Ahe bearish influence, of the
rooms, centrally- located, close to depot.
government crop report. Largely as 17.10;, pigs, $16.00 16.76.
Owner will sacrifice. Soe National invest
. 1SV
Market
OININ
JOURNAL SPCCIAL t CARID WIRR1
a result the finish.' although unsettled, Sheep ReceipW 5.004,000.
ment
Co., 102 North Third.
18.00;- yearProfessor
c net higher, with August strong. Lamas, II
Vashington, July 10,
was 44 to
and September lings, $li.00fi16. 00; wethers, $12.00 Henry C Emery, the American eco- eurt. SALE Smalt saw mm at oargaln.
to $1.B5
$1.55
Capacity st i to eight tluusnnd feet. In
nomist' capurod when the Germans good
14.00; ewes, $8.00 m 12.00.
condition and
tunning. Plenty ot
$1.5.
c. Provisions
c to
seized the Aland Islands, is in Berlin tluioer. Address I', Ji"V
Oats lost
o. Bos 115, Springer,
is
to
N.
in
closed unchanged to 10c down.
H.'
and
good health, according
Denver t Jvotnck.
Word
at the stute deportment FOR RENT One of the best double store
Oats gave way In sympathy with a
Denver, July 10. Cattle Receipts from received
the
breRk in prices at Winnipeg, where 1,100.
buildings and beat located for general
Spanish
embassy in Berlin.
Market
Beef
steers,
steady.
The
dispatch said Professor Emery mercrrandlse In the city. Wee J. D. Eakin at
longs were said to be unloading.
$12.00 fi) 15.60; cows and heifers. $8.00 The
141 West Centra,!.
but
had
little
Washington
Apartment
Hie
was
hnd
of the city and
government crop report
t
irail.00; stockers and feeders, $7.50lf( allowed freedom
,
to correspond with neutral Phorwt Kill
effect on oats.
15.2,,r.
$12.000
calves,
11.00;
,
interest
by stockyard
Realizing
500. Market 10c to eoun'iles' under thb rulo of. tho cenReceipts
Hogs
In
sor..
weakened
provisions.: Advances
:
1
i
the value of hogs caused only a
FOR SAIJi 10 acres mountain raneh on
transient bulge.
Tecos river, 1G acres undor cultivation;
60
acres fenced; 2 modern
bungClosing prices:
By CONDQ alows;
one in lie protected trout atream.
Corn Aug., $1.55; Sept.,
M.
N.
Boa
lti. Valley Ranch,
Aug., 70c: Btspt., 69c.

.'.:'....,

. Ten acrs
ranch;' convenient to City,
with fine orchard and 5 acres alfalfa
for City property. Owner cannot look
you to of
aftr the farm. Whator have
leaa.
fer, around

modern Bungalow, good locacheap,
tion, for enly 12,200. 'Terms to suit, Hurry
It you want it:
'
R. 'MrTI.rO II AN
Oolrl. Phone DAT.
tl W.Insurance.Fire and 'Auto
Notary Publlo

Girl for' general housework.
Apply 920 West Gold.

LOST

2,900.
Market
Sheep Receipts
steady.
$12.50ft13.00;
Yearlings,
17.75; ewes, $11.00
lambs, $17.00

New York, July 10. Cotton futures
closed irtesdy. July, $27.83; Oct.,
$24.52; Dec, $24.05; Jan., $23.91;
March, $23.93.

147
68

Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul........
China Copper .'
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cano Sugar

DAWfOt

ats .y

18

.......

t

f

KmI Estate, Insurance, Loaa
111 Soutn Fourth .trsoc
15c higher.
16.90.,

28

&

California

216 West Gold.

LOST.

10.

York, July

-

LOANS.

.5,

MOMNIN4 JOURNAL SPECIAL tXASCD WiSS!

New

CO-

REAL E STATU. FIRE INSURANCE.
'

'

I
-

OTLOMM

"

SA1UE

,

Midsummer Dullness Prevails
; During Most .'of the Day,
''
Then Trading" Becomes' Active, With Numerous Losses

SEVEN

11, 1918.

FOR

foultry

S; ALE

and Ejrira

FOR SALE. 35 white Leghorn laying helia
at 31.00 each. 605 West Fruit." FOR SALE a C. It. I. Reoa. U, .1 mi .t... .
Stock, eggs, and chieks. C. P. Hay, 33
Vorlh High.

FOR SALE

Automobilet.

FOR SALE Oakland "Sensible Six," new.
4
North Fifteenth.
FOR KALE Ford car. 1'Jl! model. Gml
condition. City Realty Co.. Phone
FOR SALE Ford louring car; excellent engine; good condition; good tires, h. G.
Breltmeyer. 1. M. C. A. Phone 133.

n.

FOR

SALL--nou4-

t.

FOR HALE Nice home, furnished and a
good paying business, M..00O, half cash.
Rungalow. Journal office. .
POR SALE My home,
brick,
modern, heating plant. One of tire flneat
locations In the city. 702 East Central.

FOR SALE

Furniture.

FOR Al,e; Office furniture, one standluc
er
desk and two settees. Inquire S.
Second and West tiold, ...

PERSONAL.
aA1Y wil.h
ui rmimrt,

irt'nonitvtl

FRJRJEn-Jcenaiieo-

..

'triv

purUr.;

ug.

and UlKa to Jesnea Springs; sheap
rates. S. Oarcla, 1X0 N,rt-tArno.
FOR'jlENT-Ucnt- le
""drlvfng "horse "andTiug"
gy; (1.00 for 3 hours.. Phone ir04-J- .

HOKHBS

class board and" gi'twpins surua eviiu
ws aoutn
room at sumtnar fates,
1613-phone
FOR RENT Nice large airy front room
with board; private family. 73' Koutn
Edith.- Phone 131R-.it KENT Very desirable room, sleeping
nf,h hot end rold water, 1st class table'
Wrd. fa de Oro I8 West flnld.
MRS. W. II. RE ED. of the boekhart Ranch
has moved to B02 Kottth Arno, where ahe
Is prepared 40 tuke health aevkers. Phoue
. .
' '
rjjr..
For convales-- '
Xi.: JARDIN ERCONDIDO"
cents. Something a little better. Coolest
In eltv. Pleasant surrounding". Rates
nf
reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone ml.
BHADT NOOK ranch orrers aicenem room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
For rates phone J4?F-4- ; free transportation
Aceommodatlona Bow ualiaoia, sua. si.
- .

Bluif

i.

Bom.

FOR RENT Office
FOR R ENT
Furnished
cottage
. with Klaased
in aleeplng norch; convenient
1
Offices in suite oi single.
to shops: tight and
iter. jjaid, 414 tr FOttTlKN
.upstairs, over Woolwortn's atnre
month. HOC Bouth .Arno..
pffloe
connecting
FOR ilENa 3 front
Oenenil.
rooms aver Oolden ftulf ,8tore. Injuire
FOR RENT Bight-roohouse, suitable tot Hrim It.
"
two apartment. Phuie H;
;
KENT
. bouse, Jumished or
Jit
TYPE WRITERS.
.
unfurnished, eleee in.
wly papered and
neinten. city Kea,Ky o. rnnne 7J.
Alt makes, overhauled and
TYPEWRITERS
rooms up-.i- n
FOR RENT
house,
repel red, Rirjiona tor every macnine. 14
Irs. 1 rooms down stairs, nloelv furn
Typwrlur Exchange, phone ished, suitable for two parties. Ne children. i?1 nnth fourth
Phone 24 or call 111 West Oold.
house on Upper
FOR RUNT Elght-room- i
WANTED Agents.
from ulorleta. an auto
Pecos. IK mile
AS T E H A g eii ts" fo represent a good live
road and telephone line, good trout lehlng- - tv
'
Thff Callders
and hunting.
Collage. Inprogressiva Casualty .Company In New
. Albuqurq,ue,
Mexico, writing all forms of Accident and
quire 408 north Eleteuth,
'
'
1 health Ir" ranee. Liberal commission and
Phone 12?.
Write Bennett A Wilson.
try.
good teg
enta. Suite No. 1, McCormtck
Geneiall
FOR
Blk., Tinhlad. Colo.
uti HAl.K Hood urivina or .wora ncujie
also snlendld rinins nntse. Rio Oranae
- WANTED ro-IHo- n:
Industrial scnooi. rnons :iw-- b a.
pedigreed
fine,',
youni
POR SALE Extra,
WANTED Day work by lady or will wotk
Breeding stock Flemish Olant TDew Zeaby hour. Phone 1284.-land, and Rutue Red Belglaii hare. William
Young man wants clerical posOestrech. pr., !4 North Eleventh ftreat, WA.NTKJ)
ition, beat references. Box 10. care Journal
Alhuquerquei. w. r.
WANTK1
Position by" an "experienced middle-aged
clerk In general merchandise.
CARPENTERING.
on
dry goods. Best reference. CounSpecial
try preferred. Address J. J. B,, oare Journal
FOR CAKPEVIEU work, reasouable.
Card ;SI twth Firsteiree.

SAUUvsjttocik.

FOR

RENT

RR

Huuse.
oil RENT Furnished housekeeping and
single, room, new modern bulWIng; no
e. 81 r. North Seventh.
Foil RENT Three or four roam furnlsti.-apartments, modern; the 200 block South
Sixth, Tnqulr j. Havny hotel office.
CHANCE
for a happy winlar home. Coal
already stored, a few nice little furnished
apartmenta vacant. Suitable for two persons.
(Tenants called by Uncle Sam). If taken
quick will let for the former all year round
prices at THE WASHINGTON. 1003 West
;
Central. J. p. Raking, Prop.
''

,'.

Z

i

"

MAIL STAGS .
Phone fall anywhere
nv time.
I.v. Silver City t a m,; ar. Mogollon s p.m.
Lv. Mogollon T a.m.: ar. silver t:it
i nm.
Best equlmwd auto livery In southwes
BBMSiBTT
MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
,:
iive tity. x. m.

TIME CARDS.

,

ei

s

SANTA
ATCniSON, TOPMtA
... WAT CO.
i
'

No.

Class,
'
The Sooot ..i.
t. California Limited
T. Fargo
Fast
. TUs KavaJo
1.

31

111

137. KJ
"

H. ..vKAIL- -

Arrives
Departa
liMpn, '1:30 ore.
..11:43 am. 13:41pm.
..10:44 am, ll:Ham.
1:JI ata. 1:3 ana

.........
....

Paso Kxnreee
Pao Upros

...

"

' 14:11 ana.
' 11:41 aaa.

ffc
sittss4t"-.........
f:3l aaa. I:) am.
IrM pm, i:4
.. I Boa. 1 pnv
am.
lht.... :tl pes. lt:3 pea.
-

H. The, ioout
I. Tha Navajo
t. California Limited
.1 fanta

r$i MONEY TO LOAN. j
lit. traaaaa
HT WtM Oelt, GUI Isaltf Co, aM nt
a. aUasad
.

Apitraent.u

FOR RENT Furnished
three
apartment,
.rooms anoDatn, monern, ffll west t oal.
FO
EN T Tw e and" three-rooapart- -

:

aav
fjt aa Cateago,
Utf U Chm4 tM sa.

I

7rp

'

EIGHT

'

Albuc jerque Morning journal, Thursday, July

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. J
318 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

rHONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

815.

SET

WARD S

STORE

45c

H. WARD
315 Marble Avrnue.

GROCERY
JONES

RO LERT
Coo, and South Walter.

Phones

nation-wid-

captains and precinct chairmen for

No.

CRESCENT

HOMER

DRIVE

e
drive to raise
for the. relief work of the
Salvation Army Is to be hold July 24
and 25, according to late information
received yesterday by T. J. Mabry.
local chairman for the war relief
work. The drive originally was scheduled for July 22 but officials of tho
government changed the date.
In the state of New Mexico the drive
will be sponsored by the Elks lodge.
Already the local lodge is working and
during the new week the committees,

The

1

License

4

$3,000,000

many ways and to use it is to save wheat.
W'c now have plenty of Boulderado butter
U. S. Food

AS DATE FOR

S.A.F

N. M.

BARLEY MUFFINS are fine, have you
baked any yet? Barley flour cart "'be used in

at the wonderfully low price of

AND 25

Phone

..670

"PASTIME THEATERW

v

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

r

APPOINTED TO BE
ASSISTANT MILITARY
. INSTRUCTORS AT 'U'

'

24

PrCDarntlnna

I
f

Imr.hin

.

military training at the I'nlver- of New Mexico when the fall
J'ty
term opens October. 1 are under
way . In earnest. Tho govern- ment's plan for colleges and uni- versitics which are to Introduco
military training provides that
commissioned
officers who will
be sent to the schools as Instruct- or must have assistance from
students and faculty members.
For every 10 male students the
school must provide four student
assistants and one
assist- ant. These must befaculty
sent to some
training camp for a sixtv days'
course before being qualified as
military assistants.
Four1 students and one mem- ber of the faculty have been
ap- '
pointed for the university. They
will receive their training at Pre- sidlo, CallN Charles S. Caldwell,
Chester Roldt. Perkins Patton
and Herbert Hickey, students;
and Professor Dowel I of Olivet..

s

TODAY ONLY
House of High Cass Pictures and Mus'c

?

YRIC THEATER

EMMY WEHLEN in
THE HOUSE OF GOLD

Rushes strom; and swift to
stiiftscrins clinmx.
'

'""A

BARA

?

4

Teur through your emotions
like a mighty torrent.
Wills flash and pussioim flare
While the vampire sneer
'
'Neath a love veneer
Strips men's souls b:ire.

In Her Greatest Vampire
Play Right
Up-to-da- te

'

"THE

0.

jt..mr.

CLEMENCEAU

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL
"THE

ROAD"

RISKY

Fresh in
Today
Mangces summer squash,

X

lettuce, green and wax beans,
plant, cauliflower, eucuni-Iter- s,
rhubarb.
California grapes, apricots,
plunH, native cherries, apples.
cjrg

Matteuccl, Palladino&Go.
GROCERIES
601 W.

I
X
J

AND MEATS

Tljeras. Phones

495-49-

Strong Brothers

1

Undertakers

FROMPT SERVICE.
PHOKR
75.
STRONG BLK., COPPER

LOCAL

motor to the Indian school campus
for a picnic.
Miss Beatrice Regensberg of Las
Vegas and her niece. Miss Lita Romero of Mora, N. M., are In Albuquerque for a visit. They will remain
here a week.
There will be a stated convocation
of Rio Grande chapter No. 4, it. A.
M., tonight at 7:30 o'clock for work
All
in the M. M. degree.
visiting
members will be welcome.
Mrs. Isaac Barth and her sister, Mrs.
Luther Coppock loft yesterday morn-ni- g
for Richmond, lnd., where they

were called by the serious illness of
who is
,
known In Albuquerque.
The assistant city engineer reported last night that the road to the new
virtually
military hospital here is additioncompleted and that with the
al grading completed the road will be
in good condition for motorists.
of the
The recreation committee
Young Women's Christian Association
held a meeting yesterday aflernoon.
It was decided that In tho future the
meetings will be held the second
Tuesday afternoon of each month.
R. J. Murphy, the salesman who
makes Albuquerque his headquarters,
returned to the city yesterday, and
with Mrs.
expects to leave today
for southern
Murphy and children
California, where they will enjoy a
vacation of several weeks before returning to the city.

their mother, Mrs. Dennis,

8

t

ITEMS

has
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Mrs. Bradford O. Williams
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. closed her beauty parlor, Room 46,
left
and
last
night
R .J. Wei8 of Isleta is here visiting Barnett building,
for Deming, where Mr. Williams is in
E. R. Smith.
Demat
a
After
short
stay
John Q. A. Otero left yesterday the army. Williams will visit southern
ing, Mi.
morning for his ranch near Albuquer.
California.
,

que.
The Pythian Sistera will meet at
7:45 o'clock tonight fur an election
of officers.
District Judge Rynn of Silver City,
K. M., is holding court for Judge J.
M. Reynolds here.
Mrs. A. Jacoby who recently underwent an operation at St. Joseph's
hospital, is reported convalescent.
J. C. Logan,' secretary of the' Sheep
Sanitary board, returned last night
from a business trip to Vaughn, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Bloom of
Ind., have taken up a
rary residence ut 600 West Gold

t."4'

s,

ave-nu-

o.

t

J '. 7

I'

Manuel Aragon of Aragon, N. M
enlisted in the Infantry at the army
recruiting station yesterday and loft
for El Paso.
The New Mexico Retail Lumber
association will meet here Saturday
morning in the Chamber of Commerce rooms.
H. I. Spltzmesser, manager of the
Wright Clothing company at Estpncia,
is here helping out at the sales of the
local Wright store.
Charles D. Melinl. Italian consul,
returned yesterday from a vacation
trip to DenVer. He has been away
from the city for some time.
Charles J. Barnhart, who made his
home In Albuquerque last winter, Is
now a member of an infantry regiment at Nogales, Ariz.
Mrs. Dave Cranfleld, who underwent an operation at the Presbyterian hospital ten days ago, has been
sent to her home in Magdalcna.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Latta of Clovis,
N. M., are spending several days here,
Sir. Latta is a prominent grain and
wholesale merchant at Clovls.
James Martin, who Is employed by
the Chlno Mining and Smelting company at Hurley, was In the city yesterday on business and to visit friends.
Born Tuesday morning to the Rev.
and Mrs. R. E. FarlCV. 618 South
Walter street a son. Mr. Farley Is
n
superintendent of the
,
league.
Paul G. Itedington will go to Santa
Fe today. "Mrs. Redington will accompany him here on his return tomorrow.
She has been visiting in
Anti-saloo-

Santa

Ke.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Sherer'. 923
South Walter Btreet, have returned
from a trip through Missouri and Illinois. Mr. Sherer Is a conductor on
the Santa Fe coast lines.
The Girl Scouts will meet at 4:30
o'clock this afternoon at the armory,
und with their mothers as- guests will

bowerTand bright
address kmanians;
members visit park

Got anything in your garret or basement that would help furnish a hospital. If so the canteen Bervlce of the
Red Cross wants your help.
The canteen service has established
a hospital here for the relief of soldiers and sailors of the United States
who might become ill here or who
might be seht here from other places.
A shower of articles for this hospital
has been held and some articles
hut not enough to completely
equip the place. AH kinds of materials
such as are used in the average household are needed. Furniture, Utensils
and in fact anything that will assist in
furnishing the hospital are badly
needed.
The Red Cross Is working on the
theory that a soldier protected here is
a so dier to hell) swell tne crowa tnai
will march Into Berlin within a short
time. This request for furnishings is
a new and easy method which is
of "doing your bit." That old
chairs, those
bed, those discarded
bedclothes of yours, might make some
Sammy comfortable during his illness.
Yours is the chance of helping to send
men to the front who without proper
care might not get a chance at
"Kaiser Bill and the Clown Prince."
Of course, If your attic is bare and
your search In the basement proves
fruitless the Red Cross would not object o new furniture, but with characteristic economy and modesty they
are asking for somehlng which you
can easily spare.
r

lieutTgoryIT"

called for service
in

france-shortl- y

and

,

'

masterpiece of lllmeil Helton In which the wizardry of
Bara's art reaches Its pinnacle.

FOX

Added Attractions

PATHE NEWS NO. 10 and MUTT AND
JEFF In "FISHERLESS" CARTOON,
NO RAISE IN PRICE

Admission

Matinee, Adults 10c; Children, 5c. Evening, Adults ISc, Children, 10c
TIME OF SHOWS
,1:00, 2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00, P. M.

Friday and Saturday

Don't neglect tho

"Two-Bit-

Wanted.

Red

"

to
Bookkcc)cr. Permanent Position.
Apply Immediately.
J. KORBER & CO.
Yomur

Why wait? Your druggist sells a
tiny bottlo. 6f Freefcone for a few cents.
sufficient lo rid your feet of every
hard corn, 'soft corn, or corn between
the toes, and calluses, without soreness or irritation.
Freezono Is tho
much talked of ether discovery of a

Cincinnati

genius.

W.

$1.75 and

Phone

M.

SAFE,

ANYTHING

FREE

eScTRIc'sHOE

PHONE VOPR ORDERS IN. NO
ALL GOODS
SOLICITORS.
DELIVERED.

PHONE Ml

t

K0BIELA & PUTNICK
TAILORS
marl

order

to

for ladles and

grnts. Kitting nni workmanship guaranteed.
Prlrrs reasonable, Cleaning,

Two-Bit- "

Red Cross club. You are
needed.
livery and aaddta burse. Trtmble'

Red Barn.

W. S.

--

r

IJ.

Big reduction in all

standard lines of Men's
Oxfords. See them today. E. L, Washburn Co.
BinNWH0UsF"R00MS
South First. Phone 221.
w. a
Persona who wis& K renew or take
out membership
in the Red Cross
can do so by calling at Strang's Book
Store, O. A. Matson A Oo Grtnishaw's
or Mrs. II. R. Ferguson, or by phoning
319

a

the chairman of the Membership com

.',.,
TiSR'YVEL,VERY

mlttee. No. !M1.W.

TELL

.

Tour baggage tmnblea.
J xb. a. a.

Phoas tSt.

semi-annu-

al

SUITS CLEANED,
Four

suit

'''"

'

"V.

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Ton"

also
.(

'

WANTED.
As A War Saving' Medium
v

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway Regiment. Apply

aa much fruit aa
Use and 'preaery
I ats
for
Sweet CUffrrie
possible.
sale at price you can well afford to
or
at
.call
Write
at.
buy

LASALLE RANCH
'

JVhone Hr4-- t.

BernaUllo, N: M,

FRED K. ELLIS,

l--

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

......

-,

.......
......
.......
lh........

....

Experienced man to take charge

of cotton goods and linen depart
ment In city. Apply Postofflce Box
!
202, City.

........
'....;...

Bulk Peanut Butter, lb.. !,...,'.. ,30c
Walter Baker's Chocolate, lb. .... 40c
. . ,50c
Walter Baker's Cocoa, lb. . .
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS

NEW
-C-

QO0DNEW'
ASH ONLY

"Froni Trolicr

USED CAR SALE

Let Us Send a Man

HAY FEVER?

GaOnp Lamp

Cerrlllos Lamp
,

-

,i;,';-i'i,!-

Oake,

f

-

Overland

Ona
j

Touring,

...s.

One Overland Roadster.
One Bulck
Touring,

passenger

Ona Studebaker Six.

t
X

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

.$050

CO.

D

710.

t

W. Central. X

613-51- 5

eoeeott sat sail

inVypoirai- i-

,

r.

,

Omlinp Store
CerrUlos Stovs

vv

vgmzxaatB, aub sizes; steam opaiv
rectory

$275
.$150

7- -

.

flArtl VU
sfA
iJrilf.
n3nl1VOul

Ba Wood,

. .

$850
senger
One Ford Touring,
.,$400
One Dodge Touring
$250
AMONti
BARGAINS
MANY
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

I

Its alleviation and cure, ' by my
combined treatments of Ostaopa-th- y,
Medicine and Plrger Surgary.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stem Bulldiaa;
Phones Office S55. ResMeaee, fU

the List Yon Blay
Find Just What You Wanu
One Overland Touring
,.$100

Loos: Over

To Replace That Broken Window
.
Glass.'
.
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER
CO,
Phone 421.
423 N. First

PRICES
-

I
,

............

O

.

WANTED

l--

Iaf

Shop Chocolates

621 "West New York Ave.

l--

.

Co.

GRIMSHAW'S

One wheat binder, $U0j
ono baler, $50. ;

DA1RV MAID lOMINl per. can llo
Welch's Grape Juice V
40c
Two for
75c
Peas, Tomatoes, Corn, 2 for...... 23c
Can 2
lbs. Guaranteed Peaches
and Pears
20c
Peach and Apple Butter, lb. ,30c;
size
Baby size Milk 7
..5c
Tall size, 15c size
12c
T
Box
Wits size.... 6c
Matches,
Large
Potted Ham, 1
Ac
size
Vienna Sausage, 15e size. . ,12
Roast Beef, 40c size.
. ,.S5c
. S5c
Corned Beef, 40c size.
Stuffed Plain Olives, I3o size, 12
Medium Criseo
, , , .ai.z.t
Ijarge size Crlsco. . .
....$2.00
Small Cottolene . . ,
56c
Medium Cottolene .
....(1.10
Ijarge Cottolene .
...,2.75
i . .40c
Country Eggs, doz. .
Wesson Oil, one pint and th rec
cans
Que
oil
110
Medium size Snowdrift f
.75c
Compound Lard, S lbs,. . i
$1.25
Compound Lard, S Ibs.
.
.
.
. . .$2.55
Compound Lard, 10
Silver
$1.5
Lard, 5 lbs..
Silver Iicaf Lard. 10 lbs.. . , .'. .$3.00
One gallon solid packed' Apples, 45c
Gallon
Pie Fruits, Peaches and
flOc
ApricoU
can
0c
Sliced Pineapple
Large
25c
Walnuts, lb
t
Armour's Chinned Beef. 1 oss....SOc
Rod Salmon, 1 lb.,
..30c
20c
lb.
Red Salmon,
E-.25c
Cora Flakes, 3 lor.
Large Can Hominy
,.l$Kc
37 c
wedding tsreakiast IX'free

ne

pressed

J The Real Hoover Candy

FOR SALE
TOD AX

$1
$1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
Dellverr. Phone 6B0.

Chocolate

r';::-"-

JoiiTthV

pmvatf

bemnett.

EtsTID

presXinR and repalrlnir. N. T. Armljo
Ftillmnff.
corner Second and Central.
Phonfl Gun.

FOOD wmwiN

and $1.50 fine
dress shirtsEmery and
Wilson Bros. Sale price
$1.15. E. L. Washburn

e

to 6 Admission
'.10c
to I Adults l.V; Children 10c

$1.75

;

.

1

C

Knits

Phone 624

AND - DELIVERY
CALL
BATCH'S OLD STAND
W. 8. 8.

Co.

.TAomapf-lttc-

Comedy.

SHOP

ol

,

Paramount

V

-

.

Extra Added Attraction:
LOOPS THE IjOOP"
Muck i Scnuett

"LOVE

PAY CASH-SA- VE
MONEY
'
w. 8,'a.
For Lowlands, 8 a.
DELIVERIES
Orders taken rot aenioe flags. ni. and 2
ni. For Highlands, 10
Women of American Army. 223 West a. m. and p,4 p. m. No special

.

HAULS

Mi.:iiiK the prim und proper
East with the bin und burly
West wus like mixing oil and
uatcr. Hut they got around
it by gcttiiift rid of the water.

Brand New Modern
Bungalow
517 Luna Boulevard

W.

:

all-Wo-

99

FOR RENT

Williams

standard lines of Men's
Oxfords. See them today. E. L, Washburn Co.

CITY

-

580.

Big reduction in all

Gold Avenue.

IN

"A DfSERT;

FAN

CEILING

ALSO

Phone

The big
clearance sale is in full
Pay"your8'Two.Bit" swing. Call today. E. L.
'
Red Cross dues. This it Washburn Co.
a duty you should not
neglect.
LOUIS "C. GIELITZ
XV.M.&...
, MERCHANT TAILOR
suits
Men's
The big
Ladles "and Gentlemen's Sultai
- Made to .Order ,
clearance sale is in full $15, $18 and $20. Study .:
"
jos.iiioti'soi
swing. Call today ' . L.' our windows. , E. L. Third ' door north mcRTn
ot TPoatofflee.
'
Washburn Cp
Washburn Coi '
al

Enid Bennett

Cull 219 South First or

B.

Dentist
Rooms 1 and S. Whiting Building
Phone No, 684.
Corner Hecond and Gold.
W 8.

TH0S. H. INCE Presents

831--

WANTED

Skinner. Crwmpton, Con-roJose Market: (10c do.cn.

b.

ALONSO

'

GENTRY'S EGG
Kan

TOMORROW

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

$21 Mi WEST CENTRA

Co.

and

AND

TODAY

HI.

dress shirtsEmery and
Wilson r Bros.' Sale price
$1.15. E. L. Washburn

Hawkins,

B THEATER

Assistant

MARRON

DR.

$1.50 fine

W. 8.

ns

Lady

We Show All the Paramount"
.
und Arteraft Pictures,

8

.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG in Her Latest

"THE MARIONETTES."

i,

'SPRINGER

a race horse
reels of tense

It Belongs to Theda Bara

.Your Spinal Cord Is Not Your Own

all-wo- ol

CroM Club.'.- - Join today.

-

'

semi-annu-

;

A

PIRECTION WILLIAM

suits
and
$20.
Study
$15, $18
Furnishings 7oi.
E. L.
windows.
our
, Canteen
Hospital Washburn Co.
Men's

Red Cross Needs

who since
'Lieut. W. H.
Dr. Alonxo February 2 has .Gregory,
been connected with
at
the
information
of ' the
chief
the'
were
the
department!
speakers
Bright
of the Kiwanis federal food administration for New
regular noon luncheon hotel
yesterday. Mexico, expects to leave within a few
club at the Alvarado
Dr. Bowers, who has just returned days for the east from where ho will
of Immediately be sent to France for acconvention
international
from the
Kiwanis clubs at providence, R. I. told tive service.
Surgeon General Gorgas at Washtho members of tho convention and
the popularity of tho pinto bean ington has notified the administrator
for
him
with
that
Gregory will be called within a
stickers which he took
distribution. He said he could have few days and that he will be sent to
distributed many more, had he taken France in a very short time.
also
The state administrator said yestera larger supply. Dr. BowerB
he is consenting to the
spoke briefly of the drill work of the day that while
of Gregory he is loath to
transfer
naval
the
training
16,000 sailors at
for
station at. Newport, R. I., which he part with the man whose servicessuch
Dr. Bowers was elected to the food administration have had
visited.
tho national board of trustees at the splendid results.
'Lieutenant Gregory is almost InKiwanis club convention.
to the administration," he
Dr. Bright, who has also returned valuable
cannot question the
from a trin through the east told of said, "butat we
the present time. I am
the war conditions in the east and of transfer
to
lose
him."
the strong patriotic spirit the people very sorry
of the cast have for pusntng tne war.
Dr, Bright also told many humorous FALL oTbASTILLE TO
incidents he experienced on his trip.
IN
The lmnortant order of business at .' BE COMMEMORATED
the luncheon was the appointment of
ALBUQUERQUE JULY 14
a committee to draft resolutions
The
against tho Hearst newspapers. are:
"
of the committee
members
Preparations for holding a celeCJeorge C. Taylor, Dr. Bowers and Dr. bration in Albuquerque on July 14,
Charles A. Ellcr.
the French national holiday, in
Following the business at the1 Alof the Fall of the Bastille
varado, the members went In
on July 14, 1789 were started yesterto the proposed
Rio Grande
A Chauvln, assisted by Col. D.
park area. While on the ground ad- day.
B. Sellers, will act as chairman for
K.
members
the
passed
joining the river,
celebration. French colonists of
resolutions favoring the park pro- the
Bernalillo and Sandoval counties are
.
i
ject,
'
the movement.
Superintendent H. F. Robinson of backing
will Include a
The celebration
the United States Irrigation seryice street
parade, and exercises at the
acted as chairman of the meeting at
The exercises will consist wof a
the Alvarado. L. A. Rice was the si- park.
Statue of Liberty,
lent booster, presenting all the mem- tableau of the and
speaking. The
bers with cigars. D. M. Stevens, gave music, singing
address of he, day will be
the attendance prize, a baby bond, principal A.
B. McMillan; and will be
which was won by Homer H. Ward. given by
Malette In
responded to by Victor
French. A meeting of all French col
DEAfHS"AND RJNERALS
to make
soon
will be called
:j onists
further plans, t
W.S.S.
...
Genevieve Helen Balrd.
olott. Genevieve Helen Baird,
f Join the Two-h- it
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Haird, 216 West Hazeldlne avenue,
died at 4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon. The body was taken to C. T.
French's undertaking rooms. Funeral
services will be held at the chapel at
7:30 o'clock tonight, the Rev. C. Q.
Beckman officiating.
Burial will be
in Falrview cemetery. ,
i
....
Dr. H. M. Bowers

Hve

nt

-

TH EPA BARA

A William Fox

w. s. s.

x

like

Iliiiinlitg

through
drama.

CASE"

llaru

The Incomparable
her best.

jmr

Bryant's Pelivery

METRO FEATURE IN FIVE REELS

Friday and Saturday

1L

made.

.

T

--

Greatest vampire picture ever

THEDA

8

Bernalillo county will be announced
by Chairman Mabry.
It Is reported that Governor Lind-se- y
Mich., who was appointed to fill 9.
will Issue a proclamation regardthe qhaJr of economies and social
science, left vacant by Prof. C. E,
ing tho drive.
The New Mexico quota is to be
Bonnett, recently called to Har- In
the
drive
Is
that
vard,' will represent tho nnlver- It
expected
sity at the Presidio training
Bernalillo county will last only one
camp. .Following their training
day. This is due to the fact that thn
they will return to the university
will ask only small
committees
to assist the commissioned officer
amounts from each individual and
who
conmay be assigned as military
hope through a large number of
Instructor here.
tributors to complete the local quota
The five areVdue to besln their
hours.
within twenty-fou- r
course of training July 18,
In other states various other organizations are sponsoring the campaign for the' Salvation Army. General Pershing has cabled to the United States his approval of tho camV ARMIJOs' TAXI LINE
paign with a high tribute to the real
Two
largo cars at your service, day
is
for
doing
good the Salvation, Army
the boys in France Tho Salvation and night Cheap rates by the hour.
orTHONE 414.
Army Is one of the few religious comganizations which has won the themplete approval of the soldiers
selves and President Wilson has urged that the nation contribute liberally
FOR QUICK SERVICE
to the cause.
223 West (Copper. .
Phone 601.
the
organiza.
Thus far, although
W. 8. 8.
tion wns one of the first to begin op
Special ale on Corsets at
erations at the battle front, the Sal the Corset
Shop, 109 South
vation Army has not asked tor neip.
More than $2,000,000 has been ex- Fourth, values to $3.50, at
pended from their own funds for the $1.98,
$2.00 Values $1.39.
cause and with an exhausted exvalues to $1.00 at
aid
Brassieres,
seek
to
forced
are
chequer they
23c.
values
65c
States.
United
59c,
In the
$1S,-00-

11, 1918.

T7ood, Cord VJood,

"

,

,

Xatlr klndUag, Lime.

j

